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Preface
Being in the age of information—so to speak: information flooding—intelligent technologies for information mining and retrieval have become an important as well as exciting field of research. In this connection, methods of text-based information retrieval
receive special attention, which results from the fundamental role of written text, but
also because of the high availability of the Internet. E.g., information retrieval methods
have the potential to improve the quality of the standard keyword search; moreover, they
strike a path to the new developments from the field of the Semantic Web. In this sense,
text-based information retrieval can be regarded as the heart of many IR applications.
There are various techniques and methods being used for text-based information retrieval tasks, which stem from different research areas: machine learning algorithms,
models from computer linguistics and psychology, paradigms from the field of user
interaction and modeling, or algorithms for information visualization. The development of powerful retrieval tools requires the combination of these developments, and
in this sense the workshop shall provide a platform that spans the different views and
approaches.
The following list gives examples from classic and ongoing research topics from the
field of text-based information retrieval: document models and similarity measures for
special retrieval tasks, automatic category formation in document corpora and search
results; topic identification and auto-abstracting: characterization of documents by keywords; plagiarism analysis: identification and evaluation of similar text sections; ontologies and the Semantic Web: analysis of annotated texts (RDF, RDFS, DAML+OIL),
usage, construction, and maintenance of ontologies for retrieval tasks, OWL; crosslanguage retrieval, multilingual retrieval, and machine translation for IR; concepts and
techniques for information visualization, user modeling, and interaction in the context
of particular retrieval tasks; link analysis and Web dynamics; relevance feedback and
personalization; evaluation, construction of test collections, and user studies.
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Cluster Analysis of Railway Directory Inquire Dialogs *
Mikhail Alexandrov,1,2 Emilio Sanchis,2 Paolo Rosso 2
1

National Polytechnic Institute, Mexico
dyner1950@mail.ru
2
Polytechnic University of Valencia, Spain
{esanchis, prosso@dsic.upv.es}
Abstract. Cluster analysis of dialogs with transport directory service allows
revealing the typical scenarios of dialogs, which is useful for designing
automatic dialog systems. We show how to parameterize dialogs and how to
control the process of clustering. The parameters include both data of transport
service and features of passenger’s behavior. Control of clustering consists in
manipulating the parameter’s weights and checking stability of the results. This
technique resembles Makagonov’s approach to the analysis of dweller’s
complaints to city administration. We shortly describe the MajorClust method
developped by Benno Stein’s group and demonstrate its work on real person-toperson dialogs provided by Spanish railway service.

1

Introduction

In the recent years, much effort has been devoted to development of automatic dialog
systems. This topic is well represented at the conferences related with Dialog
Processing [6]. One of the first phases in the design of such systems consists in
definition of the dialog domain, as well as the different types of dialogs to be
conducted. The type of dialog depends on the information requested (which is
reflected in lexical and semantic restrictions of the task), the type of user (novice or
expert), etc. Usually this analysis is performed manually basing on a set of real
person-to-person dialogs. Then the obtained classification is used to define the
behavior of the dialog manager or to acquire a corpus of dialogs by using the Wizard
of Oz technique [5].
In this paper, we consider another technique consisting in:
manual parameterization of dialog set;
filtering selected parameters;
objective clustering.
These steps correspond to the approach developed by Makagonov [3] for the
analysis of letters and complaints of Moscow dwellers directed to Moscow city
administration.
*

Work done under partial support of the Government of Valencia, Mexican Government
(CONACyT),
R2D2
CICYT
(TIC2003-07158-C04-03),
and
ICT
EU-India
(ALA/95/23/2003/077-054). The paper is a reprint of a paper published in Proceedings of
TSD-2005.
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The set of parameters is supposed to reflect both the specificity of a given public
service and some features of a passenger. We show how to make correct scaling for
quantitative or qualitative parameters of a dialog. Analysis of the parameter’s
distribution allows detecting and eliminating non-informative parameters. Clustering
is applied both to dialogs themselves and to their parameters.
The procedure of clustering uses the MajorClust method recently developed by
Stein et al. [7]. This method was selected because it proved to be more adequate to
data and problem settings than other methods. We briefly describe it below.
In the experiments we used examples related with Spanish railway directory
inquires, obtained in the framework of Basurde projects [1].

2

Parameterization

2.1

Examples of dialogs and their parameterization

The final purpose of dialog parameterization is to present all acts of dialogs in the
form of the numerical matrix “objects/parameters”, where the objects are dialogs
themselves and the parameters are characteristics reflecting both railway service and
passenger behavior. Such a matrix allows calculating the distance (similarity) between
objects, which is the input data for any method of cluster analysis.
Table 1 shows the difficulties of parameterization (the records are translated from
Spanish into English). Here US stands for a user and DI for a directory inquire
service. This example concerns the train departure from Barcelona to the other
destinations both near the Barcelona and in other provinces of Spain. Such limited
dialogs constitute approximately 25% of total number of dialogs, other dialogs being
2 to 5 times longer. This dialog gives an impression on the difficulties of dialog
parameterization.
Table 1. Example of real dialog between passengers and directory inqui80
DI:
US:
DI:
US:

Renfe, good day
Yes, good day
Yes, well.
OK, could you inform me about the
trains that go from here, from
Barcelona to Valladolid?
DI: What day it will be?
US: The next Thursday.
DI: Let us to see. <PAUSE> on Thursday is off
the one at thirteen, which come at twenty

two hours to Valladolid
Are there any more?
No, on Thursday only this one, eh?
Nothing more, say me, please.
Exactly.
<CONTINUALLY> before the
Wednesday or Thursday.
DI: The train will be exactly at evening,
on Thursday or Friday it is off.
US: Thank you, bye
US:
DI:
US:
DI:
US:

One can note the following three features of such dialogs: many aspects concerning
the trip are not reflected in a specific dialog; many characteristics are diffuse; and
much information is presented in a hidden form. To take into account these
circumstances, we use nominal scales with the value “indifference” and interval
scales, respectively. All parameters are normalized to the interval [0, 1]. The
parameters we initially introduced are presented below:
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(1) City weight (City). This parameter reflects the economic importance of the city. Its
possible values are 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, 0, reflecting large, middle, small, and local cities,
respectively. The value 1 is reserved.
(2) Complexity (Cx). In our case, this binary parameter reflects the necessity of
transfer.
(3) Urgency and definiteness (U/D). This numerical parameter is introduced to reflect
the profile of passenger rather then the railway service. Its possible values are 1, 0.5,
and 0: urgent departure at the same day, departure at a certain day during a week or
month, and the indifference to the day of departure.
(4) Round trip (T/F). It is a binary parameter with obvious values 1 and 0.
(5) Time of departure (T). This parameter is presented in the form of three nominal
scales with two binary values 1 and 0 for each of them: indifference to time (Ti),
leaving in the morning or in the day (Tm), leaving in the evening or at night (Te).
(6) Time of departure on return (F). This parameter is similar to the previous one.
(7) Sleeping car (Car). It is a binary parameter.
(8) Discounts (Ds). It is a binary parameter meaning whether or not a passenger
discussed his/her possible discount with directory inquire service.
(9) Knowledge (Kn). This parameter reflects any a priori information a passenger
possesses about railway service. Values 1 and 0.5 mean the passenger wants to check
up or refers to any previous information, respectively; otherwise, we use 0.
(10) Length of talking (Tk). This parameter can serve as an indicator of question
complexity or the passenger’s competence. It has five numerical values from 1 to 0
with step 0.25, which correspond to non-uniform scale of question-answer numbers.
(11) Politeness (Pl). We introduced formal rules for evaluation of this characteristic.
Value 1 means that the passenger uses “you” in the polite form (Spanish distinguishes
two degrees of polite treatment, reflected in different forms of “you” and verbal
conjugation), “please”, and apologetic style (reflected in the use of subjunctive forms
in Spanish). Value 0.5 means a passenger uses “you” in polite form or in normal
familiar form together with subjunctive forms; otherwise, we use 0.
Given these parameters, our example can be presented in a parameterized form, as
shown in Table 2. Here Ti-Tm-Te and Fi-Fm-Fe are nominal scales for qualitative
parameters (5) and (6).
Table 2. Parameterized example
City

Cx

U/D

T/F

Ti-Tm-Te

Fi-Fm-Fe

Car

Kn

Ds

Tk

Pl

0.25

0

0.5

0

0 0 1

1 0 0

0

0

0

0

0.5
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2.2

Parameter filtering

The clustering procedure requires that the introduced parameters be filtered in order
to reduce the influence of any strong dominant processes and any sources of possible
noise. The former can hide the real structure we want to reveal and the latter can
disfigure it. For this, all parameters are divided into the following three groups [3]:
Parameters from the first group have a significant value for almost all objects;
Parameters from the second group have a significant value for a small fraction of
the total number of objects;
Parameters from the third group have a significant value for more than, say, 30%
of the total number of objects.
By a significant value of a parameter, we generally mean a value larger than 50%
of the maximum value for this parameter. By almost all objects or a small fraction of
all objects, we mean 90%–95% and 5%–10% of the total number of objects,
respectively.
From the point of view of the system, the parameters in the first group reflect the
processes in a system of higher level in comparison with the one under consideration.
The parameters in second group reflect the processes in a subsystem [3]. On the
current level of data consideration, the mentioned groups of parameters should be
eliminated.
This conclusion is supported by cluster analysis. From the point of view of cluster
analysis, the first group of parameters is oriented to the uniform object set, i.e. to one
cluster, whereas the second group of parameters is oriented to very granulated object
set, at least 10 clusters or more [4]. The first situation is not interesting at all, and the
second one is too detailed for reflecting the structure as a whole. Therefore, cluster
analysis approach also confirms the necessity of eliminating of both groups of
parameters.
To apply these results to our data set, we calculated the average value for each
parameter; see Table 3.
Table 3. Average value of each parameter for 100 dialogs, in percents.
City

Cx

U/D

T/F

To-Tm-Te

Fi-Fm-Fe

Car

Kn

Ds

Tk

Pl

37

7

44.5

35

32 32 36

80 9 11

18

4

9

31

40

Since the maximum value of each parameter is equal to 1, we can easily select the
parameters of the second group: Cx, Fm, Fe, Kn, Ds. For all these parameters, the
number of significant values is less or equal to 10%. As for the first group, we
decided to eliminate the parameter Fi, because its value is very close to the boundary
value of 90% and from the other hand, this parameter is not interesting for
interpretation: it means the indifference to the time of departure from the point of
destination.
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3

Clustering

3.1

Method of clustering

For a moment, there are dozens of methods and their modifications in cluster analysis,
which can satisfy practically all necessities of users. The most popular ones are Kmeans, oriented on the structures of spherical form, and Nearest Neighbor (NN),
oriented on the extended structures of chain form [2]. In our work, we use the
MajorClust method, recently developed by Stein et al. [7], which has the following
advantages over the mentioned two:
MajorClust distributes objects to clusters in such a way that the similarity of an
object to the assigned cluster exceeds its similarity to any other cluster. This
natural criterion provides the grouping of objects, which better corresponds to the
users’ intuitive representation. Neither K-means nor NN methods possess such
optimization property: they do not evaluate the similarity between clusters.
MajorClust determines the number of clusters automatically and in all cases tends
to reduce this number. K-means requires the number of cluster to be given, and NN
does not determine this number at all: cutting of the dendrite is performed by the
user.
MajorClust has been successfully used with various data sets and demonstrated
very good results [8]. The main disadvantage of MajorClust is its runtime. However,
in case of sparse matrix of relations this disadvantage is not essential. In our problem,
we are faced just with this case because of a weak similarity between the majority of
objects. These weak connections are eliminated, which gives the mentioned matrix.
3.2

Distance matrixes and manipulations with them

In our clustering procedure, we used two distance matrices: objects/objects
(cities/cities) and parameters/parameters. To construct such matrices, we define the
distance measure and apply it to the source objects/parameters matrix. It is well
known that:
Cosine measure is used if the proportion between object’s coordinates is important,
but not their specific values. This is the case when the coordinates have the same
meaning.
Euclidean measure is used when the contribution of each coordinate to object’s
properties is important. This is the case when the coordinates have different
meaning.
Therefore, we used the cosine measure to evaluate the distance between parameters
whose coordinates were cities, and Euclidean measure to evaluate the distance
between objects (cities) whose coordinates were parameters.
During clustering procedure we changed the distance matrix:
To emphasize the role of certain objects (cities) while clustering parameters or
certain parameters while clustering objects;
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To reveal stronger but less numerous clusters;
To determine the stable number of clusters.
The first goal is reached by weighting the coordinates of objects or parameters,
respectively. The second goal is achieved by eliminating weak connections between
objects. At in the last case we vary the connections between objects and observe the
changes of number of clusters.

4

Experiments

4.1

Experimental data

The data we used in the experiments were a corpus of 100 person-to-person dialogs of
Spanish railway information service. The short characteristic of the corpus (length of
talking, volume of lexis) is described in [1]. The data were analyzed in detail in [5]
for constructing artificial dialogs.
4.2

Clustering parameters

Here in all experiments we used the cosine measure with the admissible level of
connections not less than 0.7. In the first experiment all objects (cities) had no any
privileges. In the second one the more important cities, that is the large and middle
cities (see above) obtained the weight 5. It was the minimum weight, which allowed
revealing new result.
Experiment 1. Two parameters City Weight and Length of Talking were joined to
one cluster and the others remained the independent ones.
Experiment 2. Three parameters City Weight, Urgency and Definiteness and Length
of Talking were joined to one cluster and the other parameters remained independent.
These results can be easily explained: the larger the city, the more possibilities to
get it, the longer discussion a passenger needs. The urgency of trip is usually related
with large cities: usually the trip to the small cities is completed without any hurry.
4.3

Clustering objects (dialogs)

Here in all experiments, we used Euclidean distance measure with the admissible
level of connections not greater than 0.5 of the maximum. Then the distances were recalculated to the similarity measure. In the first experiment, all parameters were
equal. In the second experiment, we wanted to emphasize the properties of
passengers. For this, we assigned the weight 2 to the parameters Urgency and
Definiteness, Length of Talking and Politeness. This weight was the minimum one to
obtain the significant differences with the first experiment. Parameters presented in
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nominal scales were weighted by the coefficient 0.33 that is inverse value to the
number of scales. Cluster descriptions are presented below.
Experiment 1.
Cluster 1 (10 objects). The large and middle cities, no urgent trips (only 10%), round
trips, night trips (70%-90%), sleeping cars, enough long talking.
Cluster 2 (25 objects). No urgent trips (only 8%), round trips, a few number of night
trips (25%), no sleeping cars.
Cluster 3 (8 objects). Small cities (75%), undefined day of departure, one-way trips,
night trips (90%), sleeping cars.
Cluster 4 (57 objects). Small or local cities (75%), one-way trips, no sleeping cars,
short talking (80%).
Experiment 2.
Cluster 1 (31 objects). No urgent trips, no night trips (only 20%), only ordinary
politeness.
Cluster 2 (44 objects). Urgent trips or defined days of trips (95%), advanced level of
politeness (85%).
Cluster 3 (12 objects). Only small and middle cities, no urgent trips, one-way trips
(75%), short talking (85%), the highest level of politeness.
Cluster 4 (13 objects). Only small and local cities, undefined days of trip, one-way
trips (75%), no night trips (only 15%), short talking (75%), advanced level of
politeness.
Some of the clusters were expected (e.g. the cluster 4 in both experiments) and the
others need to be analyzed more closely. In all cases in comparison with manual
classification where only costs and time-table were considered, our experiments gave
the additional information [5]. Table 4 presents some examples of clustered objects.
Table 4. Examples of objects from cluster 3 in the experiment 2

5

City

U/D

T/F

Ti

Tm

Te

Car

Tk

Pl

0.25

0.5

0

1

0

0

0

0.25

1

Girona

Name of city

0.5

0.5

0

0

1

0

0

0.25

1

Alicante

Conclusions

Results The quality of automatic dialog systems used in public transport service
crucially depends on the scenarios of dialogs. These scenarios may be determined by
means of clustering in the space of parameters defined by an expert. We have shown
(a) how to parameterize the records of dialog and to solve the problems of
incompleteness and diffuseness of the source data; (b) how to accomplish the
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clustering procedure providing stability of results and their usefulness for a user. We
have tested the MajorClust method for this and recommend using it for such type of
problems. The obtained results were judged by experts as interesting and useful for
determining the main themes of dialogs and the profile of passengers related with
these themes. This information can be used to the design of scenarios for an
acquisition of dialogs person-to-machine by means of the Wizard of Oz technique.
Future work In the future, we plan to consider more extensively the problems of
Knowledge Discovery and to use both geographic information and the other
parameters related with transport service.
Acknowledgement. The authors thank Sven Meyer zu Eissen for valuable
discussion of application and tuning MajorClust, which allowed us to significantly
improve our results.
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Abstract. It is widely known that spectral techniques are very effective for document retrieval. Recently, a lot of effort has been spent by
researchers to provide a formal mathematical explanation for this effectiveness [3]. Latent Semantic Indexing, in particular, is a text retrieval
algorithm based on the spectral analysis of the occurrences of terms in
text documents. Despite of its value in improving the quality of a text
search, LSI has the drawback of an elevate response time, which makes
it unsuitable for on-line search in large collections of documents (e.g.,
web search engines). In this paper we present two approaches aimed to
combine the effectiveness of latent semantic analysis with the efficiency
of text matching retrieval, through the technique of query expansion. We
show that both approaches have relatively small computational cost and
we provide experimental evidence of their ability to improve document
retrieval.

1

Introduction

One of the most important tasks of an information retrieval system is
to return, in response to a user query generally expressed as a set of
terms, the subset of the managed documents which best matches the
information necessity expressed by the user. Text matching is, beyond
doubt, the most common technique used to accomplish this document
retrieval task; the search is performed by looking for (and returning to
user) the documents which contain the set, or a subset, of the terms
included in the query. Two classical factors may negatively affect the
quality of text matching search: polysemy, i.e., the same term may have
different meanings (e.g., “web”), and synonymy, i.e., two distinct terms
with the same meaning may be used interchangeably (e.g., “car” and
“automobile”). In the former case, documents that are not relevant may
be erroneously returned, while in the latter case, documents relevant
to the user query may not be returned. To avoid these two and other
similar problems, one would ideally like to represent documents (and
queries) not by terms, but by the underlying (latent, hidden) concepts
referred to by the terms. Unfortunately, as many works clearly point out,
it is not possible to once-and-for-all define a universal terms-concepts
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mapping structure, since this one heavily depends on the specific
collection of documents we are dealing with.
Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI), introduced by Deerwester et al. in [5,6],
is a technique to automatically compute from a documents collection
a sort of semantic structure; this is achieved by applying a spectral
decomposition technique, like the Singular Value Decomposition, on
the data structure representing the occurrence of terms in documents.
Documents (and queries) are represented and compared into this
reduced “concept” space where, possibly, a document can be adjacent to
(and thus relevant for) a query, even if the two do not have any term in
common, but nevertheless share some underlying concept. LSI proved to
be a very effective retrieval technique: it has been repeatedly reported
that LSI outperforms classical text matching techniques, also addressing
the problems of polysemy and synonymy[1,12]. This success has been
empirically attributed to its ability to reduce noise, redundancy and
ambiguity in the managed data structures. One of the still unsolved
central questions on LSI is that the computational cost of the retrieval
process strongly depends on the size of the collection. This makes LSI
not appropriate for retrieving documents from huge collections, when
we want to provide a fast online query answer.
Therefore we have on one side text matching, with fast response time
but unsatisfactory filtering capabilities on the the document base, and
on the other side LSI and similar techniques having powerful selection
capabilities but high computational costs. In this paper we present two
techniques that take advantage of the information provided by LSI data
structures to enhance the quality of text matching search without increasing its response time. Both approaches process the user query by
altering the set of terms included in it. We wish to remark that even if
we present our approaches as a way to improve the effectiveness of text
matching, the techniques introduced here, and more generally query expansion techniques, are fairly independent from the underlying retrieval
algorithm used.
Our first technique, that we named LS-Thesaurus, is inspired by the
work by Qiu and Frei [14]: they showed that the retrieval effectiveness
of text matching can be improved by using a thesaurus, i.e., a structure
indicating the similarity between each pair of terms. The idea is simple
and natural: if terms in the query are relevant to the documents the
user is looking for, these documents should contain also terms similar to
the ones in the query. Consider the following example: suppose that the
query “football games” is provided, and that this paper is included in
the document collection. A text matching search would certainly include
this document in the answer set but, obviously, this is not a document
relevant to football games. However, if we expand the query by adding
terms that are conceptually similar to the ones included in it, relevant
documents are likely to be ranked higher. Our approach differs from the
original work of Qiu and Frei because we make use of the data structures
provided by the LSI technique, to generate the thesaurus.
LS-Filter, that is the second technique we present in this paper, can be
intuitively described as a way to put in the query the more appropriate
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terms for retrieving documents “conceptually related” to the query. To
do this we project the query in the reduced concepts space generated by
LSI; here we emphasize the largest components, that are the “important”
concepts embedded in the query, and at the same time we set to zero the
components with a small value, i.e., that are not relevant to the query.
The modified vector is projected back in the terms space; our hope is
that this new set of terms is better representative of the most important
concepts in the query.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the
necessary background to understand our techniques, detailed respectively
in Section 3 and Section 4. We present preliminary experimental results
in Section 5, and final remarks are addressed in Section 6

2

Basic concepts and notation

In this section we define the preliminary concepts and techniques required
to describe our main results. While doing this, we also fulfill the twofold
task of fixing the notation used in the rest of the paper and presenting
the relevant works in literature.

2.1 Term-document matrix and Text-Matching
search
Consider a collection D = {d1 , . . . , dn } of n text documents. Let T =
{t1 , . . . , tm } be the set of distinct index terms in D. The index terms are
usually a subset of all the distinct terms occurring in the documents in
D. Generally, this subset is composed only of words that are “relevant
to retrieve the document” thus, for example, common words like articles
and connectives are not considered as index terms. The term-document
matrix of D is an m × n matrix A, representing a function of the occurrences of index terms in the documents in a compact way that can be
efficiently managed and used by a text retrieval system. Matrix A has
the following structure:
t1
A = t2
..
.
tm

d1 d2 · · ·
a1,1 a1,2 · · ·
B a2,1 a2,2 · · ·
B
B
..
..
@
.
. ···
am,1 am,2 · · ·
0

dn
1
a1,n
a2,n C
C
C
..
A
.
am,n

(1)

where element ai,j is generally a real number indicating the relative
weight of term ti in document dj . In its simplest form, A is a binary
matrix where:

1 if term ti occurs in document dj
ai,j =
0 otherwise
In literature a vast set of more refined term-weighting schemes are shown
to provide, at least for particular data sets, better retrieval performances.
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In the rather general tf-idf (term frequency-inverse document frequency)
weighting scheme, for instance, the value of element ai,j is a function of
two orthogonal factors:
– A local factor (or term frequency factor) L(i, j), measuring the influence (or relevance) of term ti in document dj . A commonly used
formula for L(i, j) is:
L(i, j) =

f req(i, j)
maxi∈[1,m] f req(i, j)

where f req(i, j) is the frequency of term ti in document dj , i.e., the
number of occurrences of ti in dj , divided by the total number of
index terms in dj .
– A global factor (or inverse document frequency factor) G(i), whose
aim is to de-amplify the relative weight of terms which are very
frequently used in the collection. A commonly used formula for G(i)
is:
n
G(i) = log
ni
where ni is the number of documents containing term ti .
See [15] for a more detailed description of the various term weighting
schemes presented in literature.
While using a text retrieval system, the user submits a set of (possibly
weighted) terms which, by his knowledge, best represent the information
he is looking for. In our vectorial model, we can represent a user query
as an m-dimensional vector q = (q1 , . . . , qm ) (the query vector), where
qi = wi if term ti is present in the query with weight wi (or qi = 1
if terms are not weighted), and qi = 0 otherwise. In the following we
assume 0 ≤ qi ≤ 1, for all i ∈ [1, m].
In response to a user query, the system returns a score for each
document in D, indicating its relevance to the query. Formally, the
output of a search algorithm is an n-dimensional vector r = (r1 , . . . , rn )
(the rank vector), where the value ri measures the relevance of document di for the query expressed by q. We assume that if ri > rj
then document di is more relevant than document dj for the given query.
Let A be a term-document matrix representing a collection D of documents, and let q be a non zero query vector1 given as input to the
text-matching search algorithm (or simply TM). Algorithm TM returns
as output the following rank vector:
r =q·A
Note that A is a sparse (possibly binary) matrix and q is a sparse
(possibly binary) vector. Therefore the matrix-vector product q · A can
be computed very efficiently. For instance, if, as commonly happens,
the size of the query is limited to k terms, then Algorithm TM on a
document base of n documents has cost O(kn).
1

Here we are assuming that at least one term of the query occurs in the collection
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Query Expansion and Similarity Thesaurus

By query expansion or, more generally, query reweighting, we mean the
process aimed to alter the weights, and possibly the terms, of a query.
Usually, this process can be driven by the feedback provided by the user
to the system (for instance, by selecting, among the retrieved documents,
the ones that are considered more interesting). In this case the target is to
refine a previously performed search. Indeed, a query can be reweighted
also by exploiting a “knowledge”, stored in the system, about terms usage
in the particular collection of documents under exam. For instance, if in
the collection of documents the term “automobile” is used often, then
the system should add this term to a query containing only the term
“car”. In this paper we focus on this latter approach.
A commonly used method to have a statistic estimation of relationships
among terms in a collection of documents, is to compute the term-term
correlation matrix A AT . If, for instance, we use the tf-idf weighting
scheme, then the entries of A AT measure the co-occurence of terms in
documents.
Qiu and Frei present in [14] an alternative approach to measure the termterm relation. Their idea is to compute the probability that a document
is representive of a term. To do that, they propose the following weighting
scheme:
8
f req(i,j)
>
< r (0.5+0.5∗ maxj f req(i,j) )∗itf (j)
if f req(i, j) > 0
Pn
f req(i,l)
ai,j =
(2)
((0.5+0.5∗ max f req(i,l) )∗itf (j))2
l=1
l
>
:
0 otherwise
where, as before, f req(i, j) is the frequency of occurences of term ti in
document dj and, for each term ti , maxj f req(i, j) is the maximum frequency of term ti over all the documents in the collection. Furthermore,
let mj the number of distinct terms in the document dj , the inverse
term frequency is defined as,
itfj = log

m
mj

(3)

In order to distinguish this particular term-document matrix from the
ordinary one defined in Section 2.1, we denote it as A.
A similarity thesaurus is a term-term correlation matrix S defined as:
T

S = AA .
A query vector q can be reweighted by using matrix S in the following
way. First the vector s = qS is computed. Then a threshold function
ξ(s, xr ) is applied to s. Assuming that s = (s1 , . . . , sm ), function ξ(s, xr )
returns an m-dimensional vector s′ = (s′1 , . . . , s′m ) such that:

si if si is among the xr largest (absolute) elements in s
′
si =
0 otherwise
In other words, function ξ sets to zero all the elements of s which are
not among the largest xr elements, considering their absolute value. Note
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that computing the function ξ requires time linear in the size of s. The
′
obtained
all its elements by
Pmvector s is then normalized, by dividing
′′
q
,
thus
obtaining
a
new
vector
s
.
Finally,
the expanded
|q| =
i
i=1
query q ′ is computed as q ′ = q + s′′ .
Query expansion techniques dates back to the work done by Maron and
Kuhns in 1960 [9]. Automatic query expansion, despite the not encouraging results shown in the early work done by Lesk [8], Sparck Jones and
Barber [16] and Minker et al. [10], where it seemed not an effective technique, has been revaluated after the researches made by Vorhees [18], by
Crouch and Yang [4] and by Qiu and Frei [13].
The use of a thesaurus to improve the retrieval effectiveness has been
introduced by Qiu and Frei in [14], where the authors use a global similarity thesaurus, and in [4] by Crouch and Yang. The difference in their
approaches is on the type of the thesaurus: Qiu and Frei use a similarity
thesaurus, i.e., a thesaurus based on the similarity between terms; the
thesaurus proposed by Crouch and Young is statistical, i.e., is based on
statistical co-occurences of the terms.

2.3

Latent Semantic Indexing

If we look at matrix A as a set of n distinct column vectors, we can
interpret the elements of each column vector as the coordinates of the
corresponding document in the m-dimensional subspace spanned by the
terms in the collection. Intuitively, the more two documents (or a document and a query) are similar, the more the corresponding vectors are
“close” to each other in the m-dimensional subspace. Polysemy and synonymy issues get their own interpretation in this context: along the same
vector may lay two or more distinct meanings (polysemy), or, vice versa,
the same concept may be spread along different vectors (synonymy).
The main idea behind Latent Semantic Indexing is to pre-compute
a k-rank approximation of matrix A (with k ≪ m), and to score
documents according to their proximity to the given query vector in this
low dimensional subspace. Experimentally, LSI turned out to be very
effective in documents retrieval, overcoming, in most cases, the problems
of polysemy and synonymy. A widely accepted intuitive explanation is
that, more than terms, are the “latent semantic” concepts that should
index the documents and the query.
As we said, LSI algorithm has a preprocessing offline phase. During this
step the Singular Value Decomposition (or simply SVD) of A is computed. This is a way to rewrite A as a product of three matrices:
A=UΣVT
where:
U is a m × m orthonormal matrix 2 , whose column vectors are the
eigenvectors of A AT ;
2

A square matrix M is orthonormal if is regular (det M 6= 0) and if M T = M −1 ; so,
for a orthonormal matrix M it holds M −1 · M = M T · M = I.
Also det M = ±1.
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V is a n × n matrix whose column vectors are the eigenvectors of AT A;
Σ is a m × n matrix made as follows:
–
»
Σr 0
Σ=
0 0
where Σr = diag(σ1 , . . . , σr ). The values σ1 , . . . , σr are called singular values, are decreasingly ordered, and correspond to the square
roots of the eigenvalues of A AT . Note that r is the rank of matrix
A, and obviously r ≤ n.
We get a k-rank approximation Ak of A, by considering only the largest
k singular values and fixing the remaining (r − k) singular values to zero.
Therefore,
(4)
Ak = Uk Σk VkT
where:
– Uk = U (1:m,1:k) is the m × k matrix composed by the first k columns
of U ; 3
– Vk = V (1:n,1:k) is the n × k matrix composed by the first k columns
of V ;
– Σk = Σ (1:k,1:k) is the diagonal k × k matrix whose elements are the
k largest singular values.
Note that Ak has still size m × n. A well known theorem by Eckart and
Young (see [7]) states that, among all the m × n matrices of rank at most
k, Ak is the one that minimizes the distance from A, measured by the
Frobenius norm.
The i-th row vector of Vk defines the components of document di in the kdimensional subspace spanned by the column vectors of Uk . Observe that
Vk = AT Uk Σk−1 . When a user query q is given as input to algorithm LSI,
the projection of q in the k dimensional subspace is computed as: q k =
q Uk Σk−1 . Then the score of each document di is obtained by measuring
the distance between the i-th row vector of Vk and the query vector q k .
One way to do this is to compute the cosine of the angle between the
two vectors:
”
“
(i:i,1:k)
ri = cos q k , Vk
(i:i,1:k)

where Vk
is the i-th row of Vk . The computational cost of LSI is thus
O(kn). Note that, unlike TM, the matrices Vk , Uk and the vector q k are
dense and therefore their product cannot be efficiently computed. This
computational cost, which heavily depends on the size of the collection
of documents, makes LSI unsuitable for online applications dealing with
huge collections of documents, like, for instance, web search engines.
Papadimitriou et al. present a formal probabilistic analysis of the LSI as
a IR tool in [12]. Azar et al. [1], in a more general context from Papadimitriou et al. , justify from a theoretical point of view both the empirical
success of LSI and its effectiveness against the problem of polysemy.
3

In this paper we use the colon notation to define submatrices: by A(i:j,k:l) (with
i ≤ j and k ≤ l) we denote the submatrix of A having element ai,k as the upper left
element and aj,l as the lower right element.
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm LS-Thesaurus Pre-Process
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

Input: a collection of documents D;
Output: a Similarity Thesaurus, i.e., a m × m matrix Sk ;
Compute the term-document matrix A from D;
T
(U, Λ) ← EIGEN (A A );
Uk ← U (1:m,1:k) ;
Λk ← Λ(1:k,1:k) ;
Sk ← Uk Λk UkT ;

Algorithm 2 Algorithm LS-Thesaurus Expand
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

Input: a query vector q, a similarity thesaurus Sk ,
a positive integer xr ;
Output: a query vector q ′ ;
s ← q Sk ;
s′ ← ξ(s, xr );
P
s′
s′′ ← |q|
, where |q| = m
i=1 qi ;
q ′ ← q + s′′ ;

3

LS-Thesaurus Algorithm

In this section the first of our two approaches is presented. The idea here
is to generate a similarity thesaurus like the one described in Section 2.2.
In this case, however, the similarity matrix S is computed starting from
a low rank approximation of A (as in LSI). We can formally define our
similarity matrix Sk in the following way:
T

T

T

T

2

T

Sk = Ak Ak = U k Σ k V k V k Σ k U k = U k Σ k U k

(5)

Note that U and the diagonal elements of Σ correspond respectively to
T
the eigenvectors and the eigenvalues of matrix A A . Therefore, in the
preprocessing step, we compute the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of
T
matrix A A (through the function EIGEN ()). We assume that the set
of eigenvalues λ1 , . . . , λr is returned in the form of a diagonal matrix
Λ = diag(λ1 , . . . , λr ), while the eigenvectors are returned as the column
vectors of a matrix U . The preprocessing step ends by returning the
similarity matrix Sk computed as described in Equation (5). The query
expansion is performed in the same way as in the original similarity
thesaurus.

4

LS-Filter Algorithm

In this section we present our second query expansion technique, denoted as LS-Filter. Here we start from the following assumption. In the
LSI algorithm documents and queries are projected (and compared) in
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Algorithm 3 Algorithm LS-Filter Pre-Process
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Input: a collection of documents D;
Output: a pair of matrices (P, P −1 );
Compute the term-document matrix A from D;
(U, Σ, V ) ← SV D(A);
Uk ← U (1:m,1:k) ;
Σk ← Σ (1:k,1:k) ;
P ← Σk−1 UkT ;
P −1 ← Uk Σk ;

Algorithm 4 Algorithm LS-Filter Expand
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

Input: a query vector q, matrices (P, P −1 ),
two positive integers xc and xt ;
Output: a query vector q ′ ;
p ← P q;
p′ ← ξ(p, xc );
p′′ ← P −1 p′ ;
q ′ ← ξ(p′′ , xt );

a k-dimensional subspace. The axes of this subspace represent the k
most important concepts arising from the documents in the collection.
The user query tries to catch one (or more) of these concepts by using
an appropriate set of terms. However, it may happen that, due to user
obliviousness or to intrinsic properties of the collection, the set of terms
in the user query is not the best suitable for a text matching search.
What algorithm LS-Filter tries to do is to “guess” the concepts the user
is indicating with its query and to find the most suitable terms for retrieving, by a text matching search, the most relevant documents for
these concepts.
This is achieved by projecting the query vector q into the reduced
(“concepts”) space generated by LSI (through a precomputed matrix
P = Σk−1 UkT ). The k-dimensional vector p we obtain measures the relation between the query and each of the k (latent) concepts contained
in the collection. The algorithm filters it by setting to zero the elements
having small absolute values (by using function ξ). The filtered vector
p′ is then projected back in the terms space, thus obtaining a vector p′′
which provides the (weighted) terms that are the counterimage of the
concepts is the query. Finallly, we apply again function ξ, thus leaving in
the final expanded query q ′ only the xt terms having the largest weights.

5

Experimental results

In this section we present the results of the experimental studies we accomplished so far. We compared the behavior of the following approaches:
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– TM: the simple text matching;
– LS-T: text matching with queries previously expanded by LSThesaurus algorithm;
– LS-F: text matching with queries previously expanded by LS-Filter
algorithm;
– LSI: the full LSI computation as described in Section 2.3.
Dataset. Our data set are three books from O’Reilly (www.oreilly.com).
They are publicly downloadable (in HTML version) from [11], and are an
interesting (and difficult) dataset because they are quite specific (they
all are related with computer science), and the correlation between them
is high if compared to more heterogeneous collections of documents. We
considered each HTML page as a different document, and indexed all the
text of the page (excluding the tags). The overall number of documents
is more than 3000, 1500 of which were from the first book, 1000 from
the second book and the remaining 500 were from the last one. This
collection is larger than the standard small datasets like CISI and MED
[2] but its size allows a fast experimental setup, as opposite, for example,
to the huge corpora provided for the TREC conferences [17].
Retrieval performance evaluation. To evaluate the effectiveness of
these different IR techniques we used the standard precision versus recall
diagrams at the eleven standard recall levels [2]. We briefly recall its
definition.
Let q be a given user query. Let R ⊆ D be the subset of documents
which are relevant to q (usually determined by human experts), and let
|R| be the number of such documents. Moreover, we define Ah , for any
integer h ∈ [1, n], as the set of the h most relevant documents for q (we
assume there are no ties), according to the rank vector returned by the
system we are evaluating. Let Rah = R ∩ Ah be the intersection of the
sets Ah and R. The recall and precision measures are defined as follows:
– Recallh is the ratio between the number of relevant documents in
Ah and the total number of relevant documents:
Recallh =

|Rah |
|R|

– P recisionh is the fraction of relevant document in Ah :
P recisionh =

|Rah |
|Rah |
=
|Ah |
h

Note that the value of Recallh increases as the value of h increases (for
h = n, Recalln = 1).
We first compute the values of Recallh and P recisionh for each
h = 1, . . . , n. Then we plot the precision-recall diagram by computing,
through interpolation, the values of P recisionh , corresponding to the
values of h for which Recallh = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . 1 (the standard recall
levels).
Overview of the results. The precision-recall diagram for the tests
we conducted, is plotted in Figure 1; we can observe that the techniques
we propose performs between LSI and TM. It is interesting also to note
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Fig. 1. Average precision at eleven standard recall levels

their relative performance: LS-T behaves better in the first half of the
plot, and then is outperformed. To complete the picture, in Figure 2 is
it shown the average of the times needed by each algorithm to respond a
query, depending on the size of the collection. We notice that there are
two different y-axis; the left one, whose range is from 0 to 60 seconds,
measures the LSI while the right one, ranged 0 to 6 seconds, measures
the other techniques (TM, LS-F and LS-Thaving roughly the same performances)4 . The plot confirms at least one order of magnitude between
LSI and the other techniques. These results indicate that the techniques
we propose are a good trade-off between retrieval effectiveness and time
performance.
Is it interesting to notice that, despite the (worst-case) running time of
LS-T is obviously linear in the number of the terms in the collection (and
definitely worse than LSI, linear in the number of documents), in practice
the similarity thesaurus matrix is largely sparse (Qiu and Frei observed
that usually around 3% of the entries are not zeroes). This means that
every term can index its similar terms, and we can still provide a fast
query answer. Consistently with the observation of Qiu and Frei our
thesaurus has around 2,7% of non-zero entries.
We conclude by presenting, in Table 1, some examples of queries expanded by algorithm LS-Filter. We note that in some cases the system
works as we would like to, for example when it adds the terms “bourne”
4

We would like to point out that our IR system has been implemented to study
and evaluate different techniques and therefore we focus only on the relative performances; in an optimized real IR system answer times can be significantly smaller.
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Fig. 2. Time comparison chart – left y-axis is for LSI, right y-axis for TM, LS-F and
LS-T

and “prompt” to the query “shell logout”; sometimes, however, it adds
misleading terms, like “ctrl” to the query “job control”. We also see that
the weight of the terms in the original query can be less than the one
of the added terms; see for example the weight of term “control” in the
query “job control”.

6

Conclusions

In this paper we introduced two techniques, LS-Thesaurus and LS-Filter,
that allow fast user query answer based on the LSI reduced space matrix.
The preliminary experimental tests showed that our approaches perform
well, and are a good trade-off between LSI and more simple methods
like text matching. However, to evaluate the real effectiveness of both
techniques we definitely need to perform more experiments on further
data sets. We are working in this direction, and we are developing an
open IR system that would allow to easily test different techniques.
We want to point out that the thesaurus generated according to LSThesaurus can be useful not only in the query expansion process, but
also as a tool by itself. Moreover it can be used in an online style: the
user can ask a query, see a list of similar terms and then he can decide
to refine the query by adding some of these terms.
For the LS-Filter, we must remark its double behavior. In cases where
the query terms correctly express the concept behind the query, this algorithm is able to outline and discard concepts of no interest, providing
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java beans
java
0.58136
bean
0.54392
jdk
0.24954
property 0.09444
nbsp
0.08534
amp
0.07158
job
0.07119
program 0.06206
value
0.05819

job control
job
0.42763
background 0.12985
echo
0.10754
number
0.09974
list
0.07858
control
0.06929
ctrl
0.06882
object
0.06669
line
0.05827
filename
0.05827

shell logout
shell
0.68739
bourne 0.11818
login 0.09497
perl
0.09123
prompt 0.09851
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zip file
file
0.71548
util
0.16258
zip
0.15056
checksum 0.09776

Table 1. Examples of query expanded by LS-Filter: user queries (first row) and the
corresponding terms and weights.

more suited terms for the search. Sometimes (very often) query terms
are still ambiguous and don’t catch the real concept of interest. In these
cases, we are not able to provide a correct retrieval; furthermore, the concept filtering can cut-off the concept of interest (with no high ranking),
providing absolutely incorrect terms. The performances, in these cases,
are vary bad, worse than simple text-matching. That is why in some
cases the average graphics show for LS-Filter performances comparable
to simple text-matching search.
This technique could be more effective if an appropriate user relevance
feedback helps to discriminate relevant concepts in cases of ambiguous
queries. In the system we are implementing, we want to provide the
ability to select from the collection a set of terms with high discriminating power above concepts. In this way, every retrieved document is
presented with all the discriminating terms it contains. Furthermore, everytime there is an ambiguity in the query among two or more concepts,
the system is able to prompt the user for selection (/deselection) of the
discriminating terms associated with ambiguous concepts. By selecting
(/deselecting) one or more of these terms, or one or more of the retrieved
documents, the user implicitly choices the concept of interest, allowing
this way a more precise retrieval.
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Abstract. The Semantic Web is a quite controversial concept, which is
discussed extensively. Nevertheless most discussions showed that ways
handling semantic metadata are needed urgently. Semantic metadata allows the
storage of information which not only includes a set of concepts, but also the
relations between the concepts in computable way. Within this paper an
indexing and retrieval technique for semantic metadata is presented. The paper
includes the discussion of a graph based data model for MPEG-7 based
semantic metadata and an indexing technique for this model is outlined. Details
on the implementation are given and a preliminary evaluation of the retrieval
performance is included. As a last chapter related work is compared to our
approach and pointers to related projects are given.

Introduction
While low level metadata of multimedia documents can be extracted automatically,
high level and semantic metadata has to be created manually or semi-automatically.
Current research projects aim to optimize the extraction of high level metadata and so
to bridge the semantic gap, which identifies the inability of machines to gain
understanding of the meaning of the data without human help (see also
[DelBimbo1999], [Smeulders2000]). At present, semantic descriptions have to be
created, at least in parts, manually. Human computer interaction (HCI) methods and
information retrieval methods exist, that support the user in the annotation task.
Different formats and approaches for creation and storage of semantic descriptions are
currently discussed and in use, wherefrom MPEG-7 is one of them.
Given that the high level descriptions already exist, retrieval mechanisms for
searching and browsing the multimedia content based on the high level descriptions
have to be found. In case of textual descriptions and keywords the task can be
simplified to text and keyword retrieval. Semantic descriptions, as they are used in
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this paper, consist of concepts and relations, which allow the expression of complex
issues like for instance the fact “Mathias Lux is in Graz, which is in Austria” in a
machine interpretable manner, leaving no room for misinterpretation. Semantic
descriptions in our understanding belong to the area of knowledge representation and
ontologies, which is described in short in the context of the Semantic Web in
[Daconta 2003].
MPEG-7, called the Multimedia Content Description Interface, is, unlike MPEG-1,
2 and 4, no video or audio coding standard but a XML based standardized way to
store annotations for multimedia documents (see e.g. [Martinez 2003]). MPEG-7
documents are built from descriptors, which are organized in descriptor schemes. One
specific part of MPEG-7, the Semantic Descriptor Scheme (Semantic DS), allows the
creation of semantic annotations based on a standardized and extendable ontology for
annotation of multimedia content. Within the Semantic DS different Semantic
Descriptors (Semantic Ds) are specified, which represent for instance agents,
locations, events, time points or periods or concept. These Semantic Ds are
interconnected pair wise with Semantic Relations, which are defined within the
MPEG-7 standard (e.g. agentOf, patientOf, locationOf, etc.). The Semantic DS allows
describing e.g. the content of a scene or an image like specifying: “The location of
Mathias Lux is Graz, which in Austria”. An example of a visual representation of a
semantic description is given in Fig. 4. MPEG-7 can be expressed either in XML or a
binary representation optimized for transmission and storage. A comprehensive
description of the Semantic DS and its usage within an application are given in
[Martinez 2003]. The MPEG-7 standard and its applications are described in detail in
[Kosch 2003].
While the MPEG-7 standard defines how semantic descriptions have to be stored
and coded and how these definitions can be adopted and extended, it fails to define
how to retrieve multimedia content using these semantic descriptions. Applying
Semantic Web 1 ideas and methods the MPEG-7 based semantic annotations can be
converted to RDF 2 (see [Hunter 2001] for details) and stored within a triple database,
which allows querying the semantic descriptions with a RDF specific query language
like SPARQL 3 . This allows data retrieval of the semantic descriptions (For more
information on the Semantic Web see [Daconta 2003]). To realize information
retrieval on semantic descriptions, featuring for instance retrieval and ranking of
partially matching semantic annotation, above method is not applicable (for a detailed
discussion on differences between information and data retrieval see [Baeza-Yates
1999]). Although with SPARQL a precise query using a complex query language can
be defined, partial matches or result sorting based on relevance functions, which
allow the ranking of the results of the query, are not supported. Ongoing work on
searching ontologies and RDF based information is described at the end of this paper.
Within this paper an approach for an extended retrieval mechanism, based on
standard information retrieval techniques, for MPEG-7 based semantic descriptions is
given. The approach has been implemented within a prototype and extends a previous
approach (see [Lux 2005]) in precision and recall. In the next chapter the method is
1

http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/
http://www.w3.org/RDF/
3 http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/WD-rdf-sparql-query-20041012/
2
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described. The proposed method has been implemented within an open source
project 4 , details are given in section 3. The evaluation in section 4 is followed by a
conclusion in section 5. An outlook on future developments and research task is given
to close the paper.

Architecture
The main goal of this approach is to overcome the restrictions of inference used for
searching semantic metadata by merging graph matching methods with current state
of the art text methods. Thereby the benefits of semantic enriched descriptions and the
performance of current retrieval information retrieval methods is combined. TF*IDF,
which is short for Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency, is a method for
term weighting in text document indices to enhance retrieval performance while
inverted lists or files allow fast term based retrieval of text documents (see [BaezaYates 1999] or chapter 14 in [Hand 2001] for details).
The input for the retrieval process is a semantic description, given by the user. The
output lists all relevant semantic descriptions in the database sorted by their relevance
compared to the query. To achieve these goals a mathematical and data model for the
semantic descriptions had been built and a retrieval strategy had been created.
The Model of the MPEG-7 Semantic Description Scheme
All semantic descriptions consist of nodes, which are semantic descriptors extended
from the semantic base descriptor, and relations, which interconnect two different
nodes. The MPEG-7 Semantic DS can be seen as directed graph, whereas the nodes
are the vertices and the relations are the directed edges. The graph is not necessarily
connected, as relations are not mandatory. As all the nodes and relations are identified
by descriptors, a semantic description is a labeled graph, whereas the MPEG-7
descriptors are the labels for the edges and vertices. Screenshots of visual
representations are given in Figure 1 and Figure 5.
For the definitions of graphs, directed graphs (digraphs) and labelled graphs see
[Diestel 2000] or [Tittmann 2003]. For the sake of simplicity two nodes cannot be
connected through two different relations and a relation cannot have one single node
as start and end node. In graphs based on semantic DS no two nodes can have the
same label (the same descriptor), so the node labels are unique. Each directed edge
can be inverted as there exists an inverse of each MPEG-7 based semantic relation.

4

Caliph & Emir is available at sourceforge.net: http://caliph-emir.sourceforge.net
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Fig. 1. Example of the representation of a MPEG-7 based semantic description. The green
boxes represent the semantic objects, while the blue labeled arrows symbolize the relations of
the description.

The Term Space for the MPEG-7 Semantic DS
Based on the identified constraints of a directed labelled graph with unique node
labels and edges, that can be inverted, an efficient retrieval strategy can be designed
as follows: The idea of fast retrieval of graph based structures is not new, as the
contribution of Simmons in 1966 (see [Simmons 1966]) shows. Common retrieval
techniques for graphs are the usage of metrics like the maximum common subgraph
metric, or the graph edit distance. A straight forward implementation using this
distance measures results in search time O(n), whereas n defines the number of graphs
in the database. Please note that the distance or similarity calculation between two
graphs is NP-hard in respect to the number of nodes and edges of the graphs to
compare (see e.g. [Valiente 2002]). Another approach is the filtering of the database
with a fast (less than linear search time) algorithm and the ranking of the results with
a slower metric which is described in chapter 12 in [Baeza-Yates 1999]. This method
has been successfully used for graphs e.g. in [Fonseca 2004] for clipart retrieval by
using graph eigenvalues as filters like in [Shokoufandeh 1999]. A more promising
approach for MPEG-7 semantic DS, if the usage of an existing text search engine is
constraint, is the usage of a path index (see e.g. the description of GraphGrep or the
Daylight database in [Shasha 2002]). A path index allows the fast retrieval of graphs
based on paths (sequences of nodes connected by edges, whereas the number of edges
defines the length o the path) of different lengths extracted from the graphs. The
extracted paths can be interpreted as index terms for a graph.
The graph can be expressed using all paths, which are sequences of nodes
interconnected by edges, of chosen length. Paths of length 0 are the nodes themselves
while paths of length 1 are triples as used in RDF. Paths of length 0 and length 1 have
unique string representations for MPEG-7 based semantic descriptions as shown in
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[Lux 2005]. To allow the usage of wildcard nodes at least the paths of length 2 have
to be used, for which a unique string representation can be defined as shown below.
The graph can be stored using the paths of length 0, 1 and 2 as index terms. Using a
query graph all paths of the query graph are extracted and used as search terms. The
ranking is done by TF*IDF on the index terms, which are the paths of the graphs.

Implementation
For the implementation an existing open source tool, called Emir (from Experimental
Metadata based Image Retrieval), has been extended. Together with the annotation
tool Caliph (Common And LIght-weight PHoto annotation) Emir allows the
organisation, annotation and retrieval of digital photos based on MPEG-7 documents.
Emir features content based and keyword based retrieval of images annotated by
Caliph. Based on the open source retrieval engine Lucene 5 an index for node
descriptors has been implemented in a previous project (see [Lux 2005]), where the
string representations of paths of length 0 and 1 also have been implemented. As the
query graph can consist of query strings for the node values, query expansion based
on the node descriptors is used as described in [Lux 2005]. All path representations
are constructed from node IDs, which identify a unique node descriptor in the index,
and relation names or wildcards for nodes or relations. For the usage for terms within
Lucene the path representations were adopted: all white spaces were replaced by ‘_’
and all paths start with a leading ‘_’. The leading ‘_’ allows the usage of wildcards at
the start of a path expression.

Fig. 2. Example for a graph following the model of MPEG-7 semantic DS graph. Node
descriptors are already substituted with node IDs. Only the node IDs, which point to the node
descriptors, are shown.

For the graph given in Figure 2 the terms for paths of length 0 and 1 would for
example be:

5

http://lucene.apache.org
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Table 1. Extracted path terms of length 0 and 1 from graph shown in Fig 1. Note that the path
_locationOf_4_2 has been inverted. This is done to normalize the edge directions in the index.

Term
_1
_2
_3
_4
_agentOf_1_2
_locationOf_4_2
_patientOf_3_2

Path length
0
0
0
0
1
1
1

For the creation of terms from paths of length 2 following method has been
introduced: The input of the method is either a graph representing a semantic DS or a
query graph. In a first step all paths of length 2 are extracted from the graph (see
[Valiente 2002] for details on the algorithms). For each of these extracted paths the
unique string representation has to be created as follows:
1.
2.

3.
4.

Compare the start node of the path with the end node of the path
If the start node is bigger than the end node reverse the path:
a. Switch end and start node
b. Switch and invert first and second relation
Create string in order: start node – first relation – middle node – second
relation – end node with ‘_’ as separator.
Prepend ‘_’ to the string.

This results for the graph shown in Fig. 1 in following additional path terms:
Table 2. This table shows all available extracted path terms of length 2 from the graph shown
in Figure 2.

Term
_1_agentOf_2_patient_3
_1_agentOf_2_location_4
_3_patientOf_2_location_4

Path length
2
2
2

All these above shown terms are used to index the semantic description with Lucene,
all terms are used as Lucene tokens without stemming or other pre-processing. For
queries the terms are constructed in a similar manner with one exception: Wildcards
for nodes and relations can be used. For relations the adoption is straightforward: As
Lucene supports wildcard queries for a wildcard relation the String ‘*’ is inserted
instead of the relation name, e.g. _*_1_2 instead of _agentOf_1_2. To support
undirected wildcard relations two relation query terms are constructed and combined
with a Boolean OR, like (_*_1_2 OR _*_2_1) . For paths of length 2 only the ‘*’ is
inserted instead of the relation name as the order of the path only depends on the start
and end node.
For nodes in paths of length 0 the query string is omitted. For paths of length 1 and
middle nodes in paths of length 2 the node ID is replaced with a ‘*’. For start and end
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nodes in paths of length 2 a Boolean query clause has to be constructed as the order of
the start and end node cannot be used to identify the term representation, e.g.
(_*_patientOf_2_location_4 OR 4_locationOf_2_patient_*). Note that the relations
have to be inverted in this case.
A simple example for a wildcard query would be: “Find all semantic descriptions
where Mathias Lux is doing something at the I-Know”. In a first step possible
candidates for nodes are identified to construct the query graphs. Assuming that for
Mathias Lux the node with ID 28 has been found, while for I-Know the node with ID
93 has been found, the query graph would look like “[28] [93] [*] [agentOf 1 3]
[locationOf 3 2]”. The numbers within the relations reference the node using their
position in the node list. Such a query would result in a query like “_28 _93
_agentOf_28_* _locationOf_*_93 _28_agentOf_*_locationOf_93”.
Note that arbitrary methods, which are not restricted to text retrieval, could be used
to identify candidate nodes in this approach. Methods different from term based text
retrieval were not implemented in this state of the project but possible mechanisms
include multimedia retrieval like content based image retrieval, or Latent Semantic
Indexing.

Evaluation
The data repository, which was used for evaluation, consists of 85 different semantic
descriptions of digital photos from two different scientific conferences, the I-Know 02
and the I-Know 04.
Table 3. This table summarizes the size of the graphs of the test data set. In the description 46
different semantic objects (names, locations, events, etc.) were used.

Nodes
Relations

Min
3
2

Max
11
12

Median
5.5
5.6

All descriptions consist of a minimum of 3 nodes up to 11 nodes with a median of 5.5
nodes and 2 to 12 relations with a median of 5.6. Each of these descriptions was taken
as query input for the evaluation and the average precision at 11 standard recall levels
was calculated. The test set was generated by taking the query graph, and ranking all
graphs based on the maximum common subgraph distance. The maximum common
subgraph distance, formally defined and proved as metric in [Bunke 1998], was
chosen, because it is a metric that takes structure as well as content into account and it
is a good representative for a group of similar metrics including the graph edit
distance and the minimum common supergraph metric The main idea of this metric is
to compare the size of the maximum common subgraph mcs(G1, G2) to the maximum
of the size of the Graphs G1 and G2 as shown in (1) (see also [Bunke 1997]).
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similarity (G1, G 2 ) =

(1)

mcs(G1, G 2 )
max( G1 , G 2 )

The best ten ranked documents made up the test set and precision and recall for the
query results based on the path index and the full text index were calculated. For the
full text index search the node IDs were converted back to the node labels, which
were concatenated to a query string. The full text index itself contains all non-tag
strings of the MPEG-7 XML document, including all semantic object labels,
descriptions, etc.
1

Precision

0,8

Full text index
2-Path Index TF

0,6

2-Path Index TF-IDF

0,4
2-Path Index Lucene
Scorer

0,2

0
0

0,2

0,4

0,6

0,8

1

Recall

Fig. 3. Average precision at 11 standard recall levels using a test set generated with the
maximum common subgraph metric. The lowest graph shows the performance of the full text
search compared maximum common subgraph metric, while the other three graphs show the
performance of path index based method using different term weighting schemes.

As can be seen easily the usage of the path index gives a better retrieval performance
compared to the full text index for a test set generated with the maximum common
subgraph distance. This can be easily explained as the full text index cannot take the
structure of the semantic descriptions with its relations and paths into account, while
the path index, to a limited account, can do this.
Experiments with different relevance functions, which are called “scoring
functions” in Lucene, revealed that there is an obvious difference between the built-in
Lucene Scorer and a straight forward classical TF*IDF implementation.
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score(q, d ) =

∑TF(t,d ) ⋅ IDF(t ) ⋅ b(t.field,d ) ⋅ lNorm(t.field,d ) ⋅ coord(q,d ) ⋅ qNorm(q )
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(2)

t ∈q

The Lucene scoring function, shown in (2), can be explained as follows: TF(t, d)
calculates the term frequency of term t in document d by using the square root of the
term count, IDF(t) the inverse document frequency of the term defined by
log(numDocs/(docFreq+1)) + 1. Function b(t.field, d) takes the boost factor for the
specific field into account, while lNorm(t.field, d) penalizes longer fields with much
content. With the function coord(q, d) documents matching more terms of query q are
scored higher, while qNorm(q) tries to normalize the score based on the length of the
query.
The tested term weighting schemes used in the valuation were taken from the
Lucene implementation. For the classical TF*IDF weighting the score function
shown in (2) was modified by removing all factors inside the sum apart from TF(t, d)
and IDF(t), for the TF weigthing scheme the IDF(t) factor was removed too.
The Lucene scoring function outperforms the classical TF*IDF implementation
and the term frequency scoring function. We assume that the coord(q, d) factor is the
reason for the different performance of the classical TF*IDF and the Lucene score
function by reflecting the denominator of the maximum common distance metric.
Between classical TF*IDF implementation and the term frequency scoring function
only slight differences in retrieval performance can be identified.

Conclusion
Comparing the path index with the full text index based approach and taking a look at
the precision and recall it can be easily seen, that the resulting relevance function is
more similar to the maximum common subgraph metric than the relevance function
based on terms in the full text index, which allows the retrieval of descriptions that
have a common sub-description with the query description. The adopted TF*IDF
based scoring function of Lucene proves as best choice for calculating relevance of
matching documents. The approach based on triples of 1-path indices stored in a file
for retrieval with regular expressions, as presented in [Lux 2005], has in comparison
to the method presented in this paper only limited use. While the 2-path index based
technique allows the retrieval of model graphs, which have a common subgraph with
the query graph, the approach in [Lux 2005] only allows retrieval of model graphs,
where the query is a subgraph of the model graph.
One of the benefits of the presented method is the expected increased runtime
performance. This is because of the term index based retrieval compared to the linear
search although the worst case, where a term (or path in this case) is part of each
graph in the database, also has runtime linear in the number of graphs. Linear search
using the maximum common subgraph metric is rather slow as the problem of
subgraph isomorphism is in NP (see e.g. [Valiente 2002]). Additional benefit is the
increased focus on the graph structure of the semantic descriptors, which increases the
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precision compared to the full text index approach. The support for precise search
with wildcard nodes is limited to one wildcard node in a 2-path:

Fig. 4. Two examples for a graphical query, where '*' denotes a wildcard node. In Query 1
there is only one wildcard, while in Query 2 two wildcards in a sequence occur.

Following example shows the problem with two wildcards in a row based on the
queries shown in Figure 4: For Query 1 in the retrieval of structures similar to the one
shown above can be guaranteed, as the constructed query terms
“_1_relation_*_relation_2” and “_*_relation_2_relation_3” define Query 1
unmistakeable. For Query 2 the terms “_1_relation_*_relation_*” and
“_*_relation_*_relation_3” could also match a graph with only three nodes like the
one identified by term “_1_relation_2_relation_3”.
Due to the usage of Lucene as search engine the retrieval is fast and stable and the
implementation effort could be minimized as TF*IDF and inverted lists were not
implemented for this project.
The usage of the query expansion mechanism for generation of the query graphs
resulted in performance problems with very unspecific queries as reported in [Lux
2005]. Within this extension a solution based on query refinement was integrated: For
each node defined by a query string a list of possible candidate nodes is shown. A
selection of one candidate node is possible to reduce the number of expanded query
graphs.
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Fig. 5. Integration of the selection of possible candidates for a node to reduce the number of
expanded query graphs. With a mouse click a context menu appears which allows the selection
of a specific node.

While the original query of Figure 5 would result after expansion in 14 query graphs,
a selection of one of the nodes in the context menu would reduce the number of query
graphs to 2.

Future Work
Above evaluation has shown that the usage of a 2-path index improves retrieval
performance. Another interesting aspect to evaluate is the general performance for
differing sizes of paths, longer than 2 edges. Another evaluation task will be to create
test sets based on wildcard node queries and define result sets with an error correcting
maximum common subgraph (mcs) distance measure as described in [Berretti 2004].
This error correcting maximum common subgraph distance allows the integration of
node and edge distances and optimizes the distance between two graphs to a
minimum. This method is currently used in the area of content based image retrieval,
but can be adapted to the retrieval of semantic metadata easily provided that node and
edge distance functions exist.
The technique introduced within this paper can also be applied to other graph
based representations of semantic information like it is done in the Semantic Web
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standards RDF and OWL 6 . Further adoptions to standards and scenarios that aren’t
based on MPEG-7 are currently issue of research.
Another promising idea is the usage of the suffix tree retrieval model (see [Meyer
zu Eissen 2005] for details) instead of the vector space model. Retrieval with the
suffix tree model using the paths of a graph would allow the efficient search for
graphs, which have paths in common. This allows the combination of content and
structure, like it is done by sophisticated graph matching algorithms like error
correcting maximum common subgraph distance of Berretti et. al.

State of the Art Graph based and Semantic Web Retrieval
In contrast to the presented approach inference has been identified in [Carroll 2002]
as main tool for retrieval in the Semantic Web. Examples for inference based queries
are “Show me every photo showing a person is living in Graz” or “Play a rock concert
recorded in Graz, where at least one rock band member has long hair”. All facts are
investigated and all matching true facts fulfilling all given constraints are returned.
This is a Boolean concept as there is no grade of falseness or truth. Although it was
tried to show that distance calculation between graphs based on graph isomorphism,
which is also called graph matching, does not prove useful for RDF, recent work
shows possible applications for MPEG-7 (see Lux and Granitzer in [Lux 2005]) and
conceptual graphs (see [Zhong 2002], [Zhu 2002] and [Yang 1993]). As Corby, Dieng
and Hubert showed in [Corby 2000] that there is a bijective transformation between
conceptual graphs and the RDF/XML serialization of the RDF Model the results of
Zhong et. al. can be applied to RDF as well. Arguments against inference in semantic
search engines are summarized in [Alesso 2004]. Main points of critique are the
incompleteness and the halting problem for large ontologies.
Search engines for the Semantic Web, which do not rely on inference, have been
already created using different approaches. In [Rocha 2004] a retrieval system, which
allows the retrieval of resources in an ontology by spreading activation, was
presented. The main flaw of this approach is that an overall ontology has to be built,
which implies that many small heterogeneous ontologies have to be mediated. The
OntoSeek system, described in [Guarino 1999], implements query expansion of
search queries based on ontologies. The actual retrieval process does no take relations
into account, but relies on terms identifying concepts. The ranking of the results is
done using a graph similarity metric. The metadata search engine Swoogle (see [Ding
2004]) harvests and indexes RDF based metadata and ontologies and allows retrieval
based on the literals used in the indexed RDF data. Ranking of the results is based on
the in and out degrees of the found nodes and concepts, similar to the PageRank
algorithm (for details on PageRank see e.g. [Rogers 2002]).
In [Stojanovic 2003] a ranking mechanism for matching expressions resulting from
inference is given. The query is formulated in an ontology query language, matching
instances within an ontology driven knowledge base are returned. The approach is
based on node distance in hierarchical structures or in other words on a tree edit
6

http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/
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distance measure. To create a query a user has to acquire knowledge upon the
underlying ontology. As though this approach could be used to solve a part of the
problems solved with our method several differences can be stated: In comparison to
the technique presented in this paper the query formulation heavily depends on the
ontological definition of the conceptual hierarchy of the knowledge base. The
querying mechanism focuses on the retrieval of concept fulfilling different aspects
defined in the query, while the technique presented in this paper aims to retrieve
graph based structures similar to the one a user specified. Unlike the approach in of
Stojanovic et. al. the approach presented in this paper allows the retrieval using a not
connected graph (a non empty graph G is called connected if any two vertices are
linked by a path in G). Furthermore our approach is performance optimized as it uses
adopted standard approved text retrieval methods.
In [Shasha 2002] GraphGrep was introduced, an approach for indexing undirected
graphs with node labels, which are unique within a single graphs. The approach can
be easily adopted to directed graphs with labelled nodes and edges and uses a path
index of variable length, which means in this case that the maximum length of the
indexed paths can be given at indexing time. However this approach does not allow
wildcard queries, was only used for database filtering and does not give a relevance
function for the retrieved graphs. It has not been tested upon retrieval performance
and size of the index.
[Yan 2004] introduces a system for the retrieval of chemical structures, which is
capable of indexing graphs based on their paths. The decision upon which paths are
integrated in the index is made using a graph structure frequency measure. This
frequency measure implements a TF*IDF variant and allows the indexing of paths,
which are longer and more significant instead of many less significant paths, which
are omitted for indexing. Unfortunately the authors did not evaluate the retrieval
performance using precision and recall, although their approach is compared to
GraphGrep. However a comparison with our approach would be inapproprioate: The
use case of retrieving chemical structures is quite different to the use case of retrieval
of MPEG-7 based semantic descriptions: Within molecules node labels are not
unique, e.g. paths of different lengths consisting of multiple carbon atoms can occur,
for instance in benzene hexachloride.
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Abstract Cluster analysis is the art of detecting groups of similar objects in large data sets—
without having specified these groups by means of explicit features. Among the various cluster
algorithms that have been developed so far the density-based algorithms count to the most advanced and robust approaches.
However, this paper shows that density-based cluster analysis embodies no principle with clearly
defined algorithmic properties. We contrast the density-based cluster algorithms DBSCAN and
MajorClust, which have been developed having different clustering tasks in mind, and whose
strengths and weaknesses can be explained against the background of the dimensionality of the
data to be clustered.
Our motivation for this analysis comes from the field of information retrieval, where cluster analysis plays a key role in solving the document categorization problem. The paper is organized as
follows: Section 1 recapitulates the important principles of cluster algorithms, Section 2 discusses
the density-based algorithms DBSCAN and MajorClust, and Section 3 illustrates the strengths
and weaknesses of both algorithms on the basis of geometric data analysis and document categorization problems.
Key words: density-based cluster analysis, high-dimensional data, document categorization

1 Cluster Algorithms
This section gives a short introduction to the problem of cluster analysis and outlines existing cluster
approaches along the classical taxonomy. Moreover, it presents an alternative view to cluster algorithms, which is suited to explain different characteristics of their behavior.
1.1 The Classical Taxonomy of Cluster Algorithms
Definition 1 (Clustering). Let D be a set of objects. A clustering
 C ⊆ {C | C ⊆ D} of D is a
division of D into sets for which the following conditions hold: Ci ∈C Ci = D, and ∀Ci , Cj ∈ C :
Ci ∩ Cj=i = ∅. The sets Ci are called clusters.
With respect to the set of objects D the following shall be stipulated:
– |D| = n
– The objects in D represent points in the Euclidean space of dimension m.
– Based on a metric d : D × D → R, the similarity or the dissimilarity between any two points in
D can be stated.
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Figure 1. The classical taxonomy of cluster algorithms.

A cluster algorithm takes a set D of objects as input and operationalizes a strategy to generate a
clustering C. Informally stated, the overall objective of a cluster algorithm is to maximize the innercluster similarity and to minimize the intra-cluster similarity. The fulfillment of this objective can be
quantified by a statistical measure like the Dunn index, the Davies-Bouldin index, or the Λ-measure
[3, 5, 35].
Various cluster algorithms have been devised so far; usually they are classified with respect to their
underlying algorithmic principle, as shown in Figure 1. Note that among these principles only the
meta-search-controlled algorithms pursue a strategy of global optimization; hierarchical, iterative, as
well as density-based algorithms are efficient implementations of particular heuristics. In the following
we shortly outline the working principles.

Hierarchical Algorithms. Hierarchical algorithms create a tree of node subsets by successively subdividing or merging the objects in D. In order to obtain a unique clustering, a second step is necessary
that prunes this tree at adequate places. Agglomerative hierarchical algorithms start with each vertex being its own cluster and union clusters iteratively. For divisive algorithms on the other hand, the
entire graph initially forms one single cluster which is successively subdivided. Representatives are knearest-neighbor, linkage, Ward, minimum-spanning-tree, or min-cut methods . Usually, these methods
construct a complete similarity matrix, which results in O(n 2 ) runtime [8, 10, 32, 17, 25, 38, 40].
Iterative Algorithms. Iterative algorithms strive for a successive improvement of an existing clustering and can be further classified into exemplar-based and commutation-based approaches. The former
assume for each cluster a representative, i. e. a centroid (for interval-scaled features) or a medoid (otherwise), to which the objects become assigned according to their similarity. Iterative algorithms need
information with regard to the expected cluster number, k. Well-known representatives are k-Means,
k-Medoid, Kohonen, Fuzzy-k-Means. The runtime of these methods is O(nkl), where l designates the
number of iterations to achieve convergence [16, 27, 20, 23, 39, 13, 14, 24, 15, 36].
Commutation-based approaches take a random clustering or the outcome of another cluster algorithm as starting point and successively exchange nodes between the clusters until some cluster quality
criterion is fulfilled [9, 21, 19].
Density-based Algorithms. Density-based algorithms try to separate the set D into subsets of similar
densities. In the ideal case they can determine the cluster number k automatically and detect clusters
of arbitrary shape and size. Representatives are DBSCAN, MajorClust, or Chameleon. The runtime
of these algorithms is in magnitude of hierarchical algorithms, i, e., O(n 2 ), or even O(n log(n)) for
low-dimensional data if efficient data structures are employed [34, 7, 18].
Meta-Search Algorithms. Meta-search algorithms treat clustering as an optimization problem where
a global goal criterion is to be minimized or maximized. Though this approach offers maximum
flexibility, there runtime is typically unacceptably high. Meta-search driven cluster detection may
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Table 1. Characterization of cluster algorithms with respect to the number of investigated items (points, clusters)
and their ability to recover from suboptimum decisions.

be operationalized by genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, or a two-phase greedy strategy
[2, 30, 31, 30, 29, 11, 22, 41].
1.2 An Alternative View to Cluster Algorithms
Experience has shown that—with respect to the clustering quality—density-based cluster algorithms
outperform hierarchical as well as iterative approaches. 3 By definition, globally optimizing cluster
algorithms will produce better clustering results; however, they play only an inferior role in practice:
(1) their runtime performance is usually unacceptable compared to the other approaches,
(2) for most clustering problems it is difficult to formally specify a global goal criterion.
Hierarchical cluster algorithms are well suited to detect complex structures in the data; however,
they are susceptible to noise. Both properties result from the fact that—based on a pairwise similarity
comparison of any two items—nearest neighbors are always fusioned. Iterative algorithms behave
robustly with respect to noise but preferably detect spherical clusters. Density-based cluster algorithms
provide a high flexibility with respect to cluster forms and address the problem of noise detection by
simultaneously examining several items. Table 1 summarizes the properties.
The following section presents two density-based cluster algorithms in greater detail and discusses
their properties.

2 Density-based Cluster Analysis with DBSCAN and MajorClust
A density-based cluster algorithm operationalizes two mechanisms:
(1) one to define a region R ⊆ D, which forms the basis for density analyses;
(2) another to propagate density information (the provisional cluster label) of R.
In DBSCAN a region is defined as the set of points that lie in the ε-neighborhood of some point
p. Cluster label propagation from p to the other points in R happens if |R| exceeds a given M inP tsthreshold (cf. Figure 2). The following advantages (+) and disadvantages (–) are bound up with this
concept:
+ good clustering results for geometrical and low dimensional data, if cluster distances can be inferred unambiguously from the density information in D,
3

With respect to runtime performance density-based algorithms can be considered being in between hierarchical
and iterative approaches.
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Figure 2. Illustration of DBSCAN’s cluster process; to obtain the shown clustering result a MinPts-value from
{3, 4, 5} is required.

+ efficient runtime behavior of O(n log(n)), if the R-tree data structure is employed to answer region
queries for D,
– parameters that characterize the density (ε, M inP ts) are problem-specific and must be chosen
manually,
– if great variations in the point density or unreliable similarity values require a large ε-neighborhood, the density analysis becomes questionable: DBSCAN implements no intra-region-distance
concept, and all points in the ε-neighborhood of some point are treated equally.
– in high dimensions (> 10-20), the underlying R-tree data structure degenerates to a linear search
and makes an MDS-embedding of D necessary, which affects both runtime and classification
performance.
In MajorClust a region is not of a fixed size but implicitly defined by the current clustering C. While
DBSCAN uses the point concentration in ε-neighborhoods to estimate densities, MajorClust derives
its density information from the attraction a cluster C exerts on some point q, which is computed as
the sum of all similarity values ϕ(q, p), p ∈ C. Cluster label propagation from C to q happens if
the attraction of C with respect to q is maximum among the attraction values of all clusters in C (cf.
Figure 3). Observe that the “true” density values for some data set D evolve during the clustering
process. The following advantages (+) and disadvantages (–) are bound up with this concept:
+ robust for narrow data sets, for high-dimensional data, and for unreliable similarity values since
the density computation does not rely on a fixed number of points and does consider distance
information as well,
+ adapts automatically to different problems: no parameters must chosen manually,
– with respect to runtime not so efficient as DBSCAN, since points are re-labeled several times,
– clusters that are extended in one dimension are not reliably identified, since during re-labeling a
tie-situation may occur (“tie-effect”).

➜

*
➜

point under investigation with
illustrated cluster attractions:

Figure 3. Illustration of MajorClust’s clustering process; each cluster C exerts attraction to some point q depending on both its size, |C|, and distance to q.
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The above discussion reveals the strong and weak points of both algorithms, and the experiments
presented in Section 3 will illustrate this behavior at realistic cluster problems. The next two subsections give a pseudo-code specification of both algorithms.
2.1 DBSCAN
DBSCAN operationalizes density propagation according to the principle “accessibility from a core
point”: Each point whose ε-neighborhood contains more points than MinPts is called a core point.
Each point which lies in an ε-neighborhood of a core points p adopts the same cluster label as p.
The DBSCAN-algorithm propagates this relation through the set D. The algorithm terminates if each
points is either assigned to a certain cluster or classified as noise.
Algorithm DBSCAN.
Input: object set D, region radius ε, density threshold MinPts.
Output: function γ : D → N, which assigns a cluster label to each point.
(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(07)

Label := 1
∀p ∈ D do γ(p) :=  UNCLASSIFIED  enddo
∀p ∈ D do
if γ(p) =  UNCLASSIFIED  then
if ExpandCluster(D, p, Label , ε, MinPts) = true then Label := Label + 1
endif
enddo

Function ExpandCluster.
Input: object set D, CurrentPoint , Label , ε, MinPts.
Output: true or false.
(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(07)
(08)
(09)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)

seeds := regionQuery(D, CurrentPoint , ε)
if |seeds| < MinPts then
γ(CurrentPoint ) :=  NOISE 
return false
else
∀p ∈ P do γ(p) := Label enddo
seeds := seeds \ {CurrentPoint }
while seeds = ∅ do
p := seeds.first()
result := regionQuery(D, p, ε)
if |result| ≥ MinPts then
∀ResP oint ∈ P do
if γ(ResPoint ) ∈ { UNCLASSIFIED  ,  NOISE  } then
if γ(ResPoint ) =  UNCLASSIFIED  then seeds := seeds ∪ {ResPoint }
γ(ResPoint ) := Label
endif
enddo
endif
seeds := seeds \ {p}
enddo
return true
endif

Remarks. The function regionQuery(D, p, ε) returns all points in the ε-neighborhood of some point p.
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2.2 MajorClust
MajorClust operationalizes density propagation according to the principle “maximum attraction wins”:
The algorithm starts by assigning each point in D its own cluster. Within the following re-labeling
steps, a point adopts the same cluster label as the majority of its weighted neighbors. If several such
clusters exist, one of them is chosen randomly. The algorithm terminates if no point changes its cluster
membership.
Algorithm MajorClust.
Input: object set D, similarity measure ϕ : D × D → [0; 1], similarity threshold t.
Output: function γ : D → N, which assigns a cluster label to each point.
(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(07)
(08)
(09)

i := 0, ready := false
∀p ∈ D do i := i + 1, γ(p) := i enddo
while ready = false do
ready := true
∀q ∈ D do 
γ ∗ := i if
{ϕ(p, q) | ϕ(p, q) ≥ t and γ(p) = i} is maximum.
if γ(q) = γ ∗ then γ(q) := γ ∗ , ready := false
enddo
enddo

Remarks. The similarity thershold t is not a problem-specific parameter but a constant that serves for
noise filtering purposes. Its typical value is 0.3.

3 Illustrative Analysis
This section presents selected results from an experimental analyses of the algorithms DBSCAN and
MajorClust. Further details and additional background information can be found in [4].
3.1 A Low-Dimensional Application: Analysis of Geometrical Data
The left-hand side of Figure 4 shows a map of the Caribbean Islands, the right-hand side shows a
monochrome and dithered version (approx. 20,000 points) of this map, which forms the basis of the
following cluster experiments.
A cluster analysis with DBSCAN requires useful settings for ε and MinPts. Figure 5 shows the
clustering results with selected values for these parameters. Note that in this application the quality of
the resulting clustering was more sensitive with respect to ε than to MinPts. 4
4

Ester et al. propose a heuristic to determine adequate settings for ε and MinPts; however, the heuristic is
feasible only for two-dimensional data [7].

Figure 4. Map of the Carribean Islands (left) and its dithered version (right).
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ε = 3.0, MinPts = 3

ε = 5.0, MinPts = 4
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ε = 10.0, MinPts = 5

Figure 5. DBSCAN-clusterings of the Caribbean Islands for selected parameter settings.

A cluster analysis with MajorClust does not require the adjustment of special parameters. However,
to alleviate noise effects the algorithm should apply a similarity threshold of (about) 0.3, i. e., discard
all similarity values that are below this threshold. Figure 6 shows an intermediate clustering (left) and
the resulting final clustering (right); obviously not all islands where correctly identified—a fact for
which the formerly explained “tie-effect” is responsible.
3.2 A High-Dimensional Application: Document Categorization
Cluster technology has come into focus in recent years, because it forms the backbone of most document categorization applications [33]. At the moment it is hard to say which of the approaches shown
in Figure 1 will do this job best: k-means and bisecting k-means are used because oft their robustness,
the group-average approach produces similar or even better clustering results but is much less efficient, and from the density-based approaches the MajorClust-algorithm has repeatedly proved is high
classification performance especially for short documents [1].
In this place we will report on experiments that rely on the Reuters-21578 corpus, which comprises
texts from politics, economics, culture, etc. that have been carefully assigned to approx. 100 (sub-)
categories by human editors [26]. For our experiments we constructed sub-corpora with 10 categories,
each consisting of 100 documents that belong exclusively to a single category. The selected documents
were transfered into the vector space model (VSM); the necessary pre-processing includes stop-word
filtering, stemming, and the computation of term weights according to the tf -idf -scheme. Note that
the resulting word vectors represent points in a space with more than 10,000 dimensions.
Since DBSCAN relies on the R-tree data structure it cannot process high-dimensional data (see
Subsection 3.3), and multi dimensional scaling (MDS) had to be employed to embed the data into a

Figure 6. Left: Clustering after the first iterations of MajorClust; right: the resulting clustering.
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Figure 7. Classification performance of the algorithms in the document categorization task.

low-dimensional space. To account for effects that result from embedding distortions, MajorClust was
applied to both the high-dimensional and the embedded data. The quality of the generated clusterings
was quantified by the F -measure, which combines the achieved precision- and recall-values relative to
the 10 classes.5
Figure 7 shows the achieved classification performance: The x-axis indicates the number of dimensions of the embedding space (from 2 to 13), the y-axis indicates the F -measure value. The horizontal line with an F -measure value of 0.72 belongs to MajorClust when applied to the original, highdimensional data; with respect to the embedded data MajorClust dominates DBSCAN—independent
of the dimension. In particular, it should be noted that the shown (high) F -measure values for DBSCAN are the result of extensive experimenting with various parameter settings.
Observe in Figure 7 that embedding can actually improve classification performance: If the number of dimensions in the embedding space equals the cluster number or is slightly higher, the noisereduction effect compensates for the information loss due to the embedding error. 6 Put another way:
Each dimension models a particular, hidden concept. This effect can be utilized for retrieval purposes
and became known as Latent Semantic Indexing [6].
3.3 A Note on Runtime Performance
Both algorithms implement a density propagation heuristic that analyzes a region R with k contiguous
points (recall Table 1). Based on R, DBSCAN performs a simple point count, while MajorClust evaluates the similarities between all points in R and some point q. Given an efficient means to construct
the region R as ε-neighborhood of a point p, the runtime of both algorithms is in the same order of
magnitude (cf. Figure 8).
To answer region queries, the R-tree data structure was employed in the above experiments [12].
For low-dimensional data, say, m < 10, this data structure finds the ε-neighborhood for some p in
O(log(n)), with n = |D|. As a consequence, the runtime of both algorithms is in O(n log(n)). Since
5

6

An F -measure value of 1 indicates a perfect match; however, F -measure values > 0.7 must be considered as
certainly good since we are given a multi-class assignment situation where 10 classes are to be matched.
The embedding error is called “stress” in the literature on the subject.
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Figure 8. Runtime-behavior of the algorithms on two-dimensional data.

MajorClust evaluates the attraction of each point several times, its runtime is a factor above the runtime
of DBSCAN.
Note that the R-tree data structure degenerates for higher dimensions (m > 100) and definitely
fails to handle the high-dimensional vector space model. 7 I. e., a high-dimensional cluster analysis task
like document categorization cannot directly be tackled with DBSCAN but requires a preceding data
embedding step. At the moment the fastest embedding technology is the MDS-variant described in
[28], which has not been tested for high-dimensional document models yet.

Summary and Current Work
This paper presented the classical and a new view to cluster technology and then delved into a comparison of the density-based cluster algorithms DBSCAN and MajorClust. This comparison is the first
of its kind and our discussion as well as the experiments are interesting for the following reasons:
(1) Density-based cluster analysis should be considered as a collective term for (heuristic) approaches
that quantify and propagate density information. In particular, no uniform statements regarding
runtime-behavior or suited problem classes can be made.
(2) Since strengths and weaknesses of (density-based) cluster algorithms can be explained with the
dimensionality of the data, a better mapping from algorithms to cluster problems may be developed.
Our current work concentrates on runtime issues of density-based cluster analysis for highdimensional data: We investigate how the technology of Fuzzy fingerprints can be utilized to speed-up
the region query task; the key challenge in this connection is to handle the inherent incompleteness of
this retrieval technology.
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Abstract: In this paper, we discuss a new problem in heterogeneous databases,
so called cross-language attribute correspondences identification, which is a
more difficult problem than others in the field. Illumining by solutions of crosslanguage information retrieval (CLIR), we propose a CLIR-based method to
deal with the problem. By studying the given example schemas, we analyze the
problem in detail, and present the framework of a semiautomatic attribute
correspondences identification system on basis of domain knowledge. We also
give the identification procedure and discuss some problems relating the
system, especially the difficulties building such a system. Moreover, we have
developed a prototype to solve the problems of cross-language attribute
correspondences identification we met in practice, which demonstrated
effectiveness to identify cross-language attribute correspondences.

1 Introduction
Nowadays, databases interoperable ability becomes a crucial factor for the
development of new information systems. Many diverse and diverging contributions
have been made in the field of database integration [1-7]. Schema integration is the
first step in database integration. There are three steps involved in developing an
integrated schema [2]:
• Pre-integration, where input schemas are transformed to make them more
homogenous (both syntactically and semantically).
• Correspondence identification, devoted to the identification and description of interschema relationships.
• Integration, to solve inter-schema conflicts and unify corresponding items into an
integrated schema.
There are many problems when we integrate information sources. The usual one is
naming conflicts, which arises when different names are employed to represent the
same real-world fact (object, link or property). Naming conflicts are common in
heterogeneous databases. The problem often occurs, especially in many large
enterprises of China, because database systems were designed based on different
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languages, for instance, with the same real-world concept, one system is in English
language, while the other is in Chinese Phonetic Alphabet, i.e., PinYin. Therefore, the
first step is to identify correspondences in schema integration, which is the foundation
to deal with naming conflicts. Though attribute correspondences identification have
been studied extensively in database integration, to our knowledge, we are not aware
of any other work that considers identifying attribute correspondences involving
cross-language. Facing such a new problem, how can we identify corresponding
concepts? Methods of CLIR give us illumination to solve the problem [8-13].
The main intended contribution of this paper is to propose a CLIR-based method
for dealing with attribute correspondences identification in schema integration, which
relates at least two different languages. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we review existing work in this area. Section 3 presents details of our
method of attribute correspondence identification in cross-language heterogeneous
databases, including some detailed discussions of such naming conflicts from
databases, and how we use the CLIR-based method to identify attribute
correspondences. Section 4 discusses the effectiveness of the method in application.
Finally, we conclude the paper with a discussion of areas for future work.

2 Related Work
Both information retrieval and database integration are two important research fields
in computer science. There are a lot of published technical papers on various aspects
of the two problems in the ACM archive [1-13].
As is well known, the dual problem of synonymy and homonym is a major topic
addressed by information retrieval research [11]. The dual problem exists not only in
monolingual situation, but also in multilingual situation. Therefore, research in CrossLanguage Information Retrieval (CLIR) attracts more and more interests of computer
scientists. The research in CLIR explores techniques for retrieving documents in one
language in response to queries in a different language [12, 13]. By either translating
the queries into the language of the target documents or translating the documents into
the language of the queries is the most obvious approach to CLIR. Translating
documents is a very expensive task, most researchers in this field opted to take the
query translation approach [12]. The query translation using bilingual dictionaries has
been much studied by researchers in the field [8, 10]. Adriani et al. in [12,13]
discussed some problems of dictionary based translation, and proposed some
techniques to improve the effectiveness of the dictionary-based CLIR method.
In the research field of database integration, Larson et al. [14] discussed metadata
characteristics and theory of attribute equivalence to schema integration. Based on
types of metadata used, Li and Clifton [1] discussed three approaches for determining
attribute correspondences: Comparing attribute names, comparing field specifications,
and comparing attribute values and patterns. And they develop an automatic tool
based on the metadata at the field specification level and data content level to identify
attribute correspondence, which is called SEMINT. Moreover, Multi-User View
Integration System (MUVIS) has addressed the problem of attribute correspondence,
and the similarity and dissimilarity in MUVIS is primarily based on attribute names
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[15]. Though comparing attribute names to identify correspondences has some
limitations, yet it is a convenient and effective method to find correspondences in
heterogeneous databases, because ‘know the meaning directly from its name’ is one
basic principle during process of design database. Castano S et al. in [16, 17] made
use of thesaurus to detect and solve naming conflicts, and they discussed three
different kinds of thesauri to cover the terminology of the application domain. The
first is a general, domain-independent thesaurus, which refers to the lexicon of a given
language. An example is WordNet [18]. The second is a specific, domain-dependent
thesaurus, which is constructed for terms used in the schemas. The third is a hybrid
thesaurus, which can be constructed by adding specific terminological relationships
holding for schema terms in the considered domain to enrich an available, domainindependent thesaurus for the domain.
In this paper, we mainly compare attribute names at the data dictionary level. We
assume that attribute represented by synonyms in different databases is the same one.
Therefore, if we find synonyms in different databases, we take for granted that they
are attribute correspondences. As mentioned in section 1, attribute correspondences
identification in multilingual databases is a new problem in database integration.
Thus, we expect to deal with the problem by means of CLIR-based methods.

3 Cross-Language Attribute Correspondences Identification
We will illustrate the CLIR-based method dealing with cross-language attribute
correspondences identification in this section. We start with two schemas from
different databases of a large financial corporate in China.

3.1 Analysis of Cross-Language Schemas
Table 1 provides two schemas from different databases of a large financial corporate
in China. According to the entity’s name and attributes’ name of schema 1, even there
being abbreviations in the name of attributes, we can confirm that schema 1 must
relate customer information, because it comprises much personal information, such as
name, birthday and so on. In schema 2, we can not find any other useful information
just looking at the schema, except for the data type of each attribute. However, those
who are familiar with the database system from which schema 2 derives can easily
find that schema 2 is similar with schema 1. How can they draw the conclusion? They
depend on their work experience and domain knowledge. Usually, there is a manual
named ‘book of the database design in detail’ before a database system construction,
which will guide the database development and maintenance in the future.
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Table 1 Sample schemas
SCHEMA 2

SCHEMA 1

KHXX(
KHBH: CHAR(16),
KHMC: VARCHAR(254,8),
XB: CHAR,
ZYDM: SMALLINT
ZJHM: CHAR(20),
JTZZ: CHAR(40),
JTDH: CHAR(20),
GZDW: CHAR(40),
YZBM: CHAR(6),
DWDZ: CHAR(40),
DWDH: CHAR(20),
JGBM: CHAR(9),
ZJLX: CHAR,
etc,
)

CUSTOMER_INFOMATION (
CUSTOMER_NO: VARCHAR2(14),
CUSTOMER_NAME: VARCHAR2(40),
BIRTHDAY: DATE,
SEX_TYPE: CHAR(1),
CERTIFICATE_TYPE: CHAR(2),
CERTIFICATE_NO: VARCHAR(20),
NATION: VARCHAR2(30),
EDUCATION_ID: CHAR(2),
DEP_ID: CHAR(6),
TENEMENT: VARCHAR2(128),
ZIP_CODE: CHAR(6),
PHONE_HOME: VARCHAR2(32),
PHONE_OFFICE: VARCHAR2(32),
EMAIL: VARCHAR2(60),
COMPANY_TYPE: CHAR(2),
OCCUPATION_NO: CHAR(2),
COMPANY_ADDR: VARCHAR2(128),
etc,
)

For example, figure 1 gives us examples of manuals’ content of schema 1 and
schema 2, respectively.
TABLE_NAME: CUSTOMER_INFORMATION
name in Chinese

field name

data type

primary key

CUSTOMER_NO

VARCHAR2(1
4)

TRUE

CUSTOMER_NAME

VARCHAR2(4
0)

FALSE

BIRTHDAY

DATE

FALSE

SEX_TYPE

CHAR(1)

FALSE

kè hù biān hào
kè hù xìng míng

note

chū shēng rì qī

xìng bié

m: male
f: female

(a) A segment of schema 1
TABLE_NAME: KHXX
name in Chinese

primary key

nullable

KHBH

field name

CHAR(16)

data type

TRUE

NOT
NULL

KHXM

VARCHAR(
254,8)

FALSE

NOT
NULL

XB

CHAR

FALSE

NOT
NULL

kè hù biān hào
kè hù xìng míng

xìng bié

note

0: male
1: female

(b) A segment of schema 2

Figure 1 Segments of the database design in detail

From figure 1(we add the Chinese Phonetic Alphabet by full form PingYin under
the Chinese phrases), we know reasons why both schema 1 and schema 2 represent
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customer information. We also find naming specification of attribute in schema1 and
schema 2: name of attribute in schema 1 bases on the English language, while name
of attribute in schema 2 bases on the Chinese Phonetic Alphabet, using the initial of
each Chinese character’s PinYin, and their benchmark is the corresponding the name
in Chinese, which represents the real-world concept. Those naming specifications are
the domain knowledge. And such phenomena are common in database systems of
large enterprises in China, especially in earlier systems. Here we call it multilingual
problem in database systems. The problem arises from two reasons: a) there was no
uniform specification in the large enterprises when they developed those database
systems, b) English language was not as popular as today at that time in China.
Since we have unearthed secrets existing in schema 1 and schema 2, we can find
attribute correspondence from those two cross-language databases. We bear in mind
that the name in Chinese of attribute is the real-world concept in those two schemas,
so the name in Chinese of attribute is a clue which helps us identify the attribute
correspondences. For example, as figure 2 shows, we can find CUSTOMER_NO and
KHBH represent the same real-world concept easily, so CUSTOMER_NO and KHBH
correspond. In this paper, we denote attribute correspondences based on name as:
⇔ name , so CUSTOMER_NO ⇔ name KHBH. Moreover, attribute correspondence
based on name ( ⇔ name ) has features as follow.
a) Reflexivity: a ⇔ name a;
b) Symmetry: a ⇔ name b, then b ⇔ name a;
c) Transitivity: a ⇔ name b, b ⇔ name c, then a ⇔ name c.

Figure 2 Example of attribute correspondences identification process

We also get that CUSTOMER_NAME ⇔ name KHXM, SEX_TYPE ⇔ name XB from
figure 2.
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3.2 Cross-Language Attribute Correspondences Identification Procedure
We have discovered rules between multilingual database systems, so we attempt to
develop a computer-aided attribute correspondences identification system by means
of methods of CLIR. We call it cross-language attribute correspondences
identification system. An automatic or semiautomatic attribute correspondences
procedure in such situation at least consists of English-Chinese translation, PinYin
process and matching process, so the system comprises three main components:
English processor, PinYin processor and matching module. Figure 3 shows the
framework of the system.

Figure 3 Framework of cross-language attribute correspondences identification system

We will discuss in detail the components of the system in the following paragraphs.
As figure 4 shows, preprocessing component and English-Chinese translation
component constitute English Processor. Preprocessing component mainly normalize

Full form PinYin
translator

preprocessing

English
processor

PinYin
processor
English-Chinese
translation

PinYIn abbreviating

Figure 4 Components of English Processor and PinYin Processor

attribute names extracting from English language-based databases, for example, it
restitutes abbreviations of attribute names to the full form (Number for NO, Employee
for Emp, etc). After preprocessing, we get normalized attribute names of English
language-based databases. Now we need English-Chinese translation component to
translate attribute name into Chinese, which is the most difficult and onerous task in
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the system. There are two ways to solve the problem. One is to make use of automatic
or semiautomatic machine translation method [19, 20], the other is to use domaindependent thesaurus [16, 17]. During English-Chinese translation procedure, human
guidance and modification are necessary, which will be discussed in detail later. After
translation, we get the terminology in Chinese, input of the PinYin processor.
PinYin processor has two components, Full form PinYin translator and PinYin
abbreviating module. PinYin translator gives the full form PinYin of the terminology,
which is not difficult assistant with existing tools and online Chinese dictionary.
Based on the attribute naming specification in source 2, PinYin abbreviating module
extracts the initial of the PinYin of each Chinese character, and forms a string
according the order of the PinYin. The string is a candidate name of attribute
correspondence.
On the basis of what English processor and PinYin processor having done, the
Matching module works without too much difficulty. It extracts attribute names from
PinYin-based database system, and compares those names with the strings from
PinYin translator. If a name of attribute matches the string, the system finds a pair of
attribute correspondences from the two heterogeneous databases.
Figure 5 illustrates diagrams of the attribute correspondences identification
procedure in cross-language database systems. Of course, during identification
procedure, PinYin abbreviating disposal is optional, because attribute name maybe
use full form PinYin in some database systems.

Figure 5 Attribute correspondences identification procedure in cross-language databases

Human guidance and modification are necessary in the procedure, especially during
English-Chinese translating phase. Neither machine translation nor domain-dependent
thesaurus works perfectly without human guidance. On one hand, machine translation
usually produces term ambiguity [8-10], users should choose appropriate one
corresponding the domain knowledge, on the other hand, construction a specific,
domain-dependent thesaurus is an onerous task of users. Therefore, we suggest use
both machine translation and domain-dependent thesaurus in the system. At the
beginning, machine translation accomplish English-Chinese translation with user
guidance and modification, and the system constructs a domain-dependent English-
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Chinese thesaurus using the machine translation results at the same time. Along with
the thesaurus becoming matured, the system can use the thesaurus doing EnglishChinese translation. The system uses machine translation and updates the thesaurus
when happens on strangeness. Of curse, the matured domain-dependent thesaurus can
be reused in the same domain later.

4 Experiences with the Cross-Language Attribute Correspondences
Identification Method
In this section, we will discuss our experiences of database integration practice in a
large financial corporate of China using the cross-language attribute correspondences
identification method. The corporate has a number of huge databases, and those
databases were designed by different people for various purposes at that time. As a
result, the format of data and its semantics presentation were not standardized. Now,
the corporate begins to integrate these heterogeneous databases in order to centralize
those data and construct an enterprise data warehouse. There are 17 databases
involved in the enterprise-wide database integration. Table 2 generalizes some
features of those heterogeneous databases.
Table 2 Some features of databases in a financial corporate of China
Database_
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
sum

Number of
Tables
37
211
238
124
12
614
110
44
119
74
114
10
63
51
21
63
180
2085

Number of
Attributes
362
3329
5330
1600
601
13000
2403
551
971
722
2278
133
1290
563
392
406
2896
36872

Naming
language_Based
PinYin
English
English
PinYin
PinYin
English
PinYin
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
PinYin
PinYin
PinYin:6
English:11

Note
Initials of PinYin

Initials of PinYin
Initials of PinYin
Initials of PinYin

Initials of PinYin
Initials of PinYin
Number of attribute naming
based on PinYin:8268

Table 2 shows that there are 6 database systems out of 17 assign name of their
attribute based on the Chinese PinYin, which use initials of PinYin, the others based
on English. As a matter of fact, there is plenty of overlapping information in those
databases, such as customer information, product information and so on. Therefore,
identifying semantically related objects and then resolving the schematic difference is
the fundamental problem in those databases. Manually comparing all possible pairs of
attributes is an unreasonably large task among those 17 database systems. In fact, we
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take No. 6 database as the baseline system, because it is a core business system and
will be de facto data specification according to the information planning of the
corporate. So the reminder should be compared with the No. 6 database in order to
identify the attribute correspondences. Our identifying practice shows that it requires
an average of about 20 man-days per database to match elements when the task was
performed by someone other than the data owner. If the name of attribute is not based
on English, it would take more time. Moreover, there leave many mistakes in manual
comparing result. It is no doubt that understanding the semantics of each individual
database and integrating those heterogeneous databases are extremely difficult tasks
in such complicated computing environments and with such large numbers of
databases and attributes.
In order to reduce the work of people the problem, based on the thought of crosslanguage attribute correspondences identification method, we have implemented a
prototype to accomplish attribute correspondences identification in such a situation.
Though performance was not very perfect, the prototype has been effective for
identification attribute correspondences in multilingual databases. With assistance of
the tool, we saved about half time per database compared with manual identifying
procedure, and reduced mistakes of attribute correspondences.
As we mentioned in section 3, human intervention is necessary during the
identification procedure with the system. In fact, the most difficult and onerous work
is English-Chinese translating phase, which takes almost 90% of manpower spent in
the whole procedure with the tool. In the prototype, we use both machine translation
and domain-dependent thesaurus to fulfill English-Chinese translation. When
identifying correspondence between No.1 database and No. 6 database at the first
time, we use machine translation directly to accomplish English-Chinese translation,
and we modify the results of the translator, at the same time, we use the results
constructing a specific, domain-dependent English-Chinese thesaurus. When the
thesaurus becomes matured, the prototype can use the thesaurus doing translation, and
human intervention will become less. Our experience shows that if the translation
problem is solved successfully, the remaining work becomes easy.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we discussed a new problem of attribute correspondences identification
in heterogeneous databases, whose names of attributes were named based on different
languages. We analyzed the problem in detail, and presented a CLIR-based method
for identifying cross-language attribute correspondences by means of domain
knowledge and relationships of the databases. As far as we know, earlier work related
attribute correspondences identification not mentioned this problem, and our results
provided a first step in the direction.
This is a very preliminary work, and there are many issues to be studied in the
future. Some examples are: to develop an efficient implementation of the system, to
find self-learning methods to further reduce human intervention, to identify attribute
correspondences together with other existing methods, and so on.
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Abstract We present a framework that offers appropriate methods for managing and browsing the
fast-growing flood of information in the research field of Text-based Information Retrieval. The
usage of new Web-technologies and a flexible, modular design make this framework a seminal
example for accomplishing the challenges raised by actual problems in Information Retrieval.
Key words: Genre Classification, Machine Learning, Information Need, Text-based Information
Retrieval, WWW, Data Mining, Search Strategies

1 Introduction and Related Work
The exponential growth of electronically stored data requires qualified strategies to
retrieve information. Especially in text-based data mining systems, the demands of
search processes change: Instead of retrieving any data, today it is more important
to retrieve appropriate information from huge collections of data. To accomplish this
task, it is necessary to afford flexible designs of retrieval processes.
An example in the private sector states the Internet search using search engines:
Usually a big number of search results is obtained, containing a lot of irrelevant data.
To minimize the amount of irrelevant data, Information Retrieval (IR) systems can
be employed. Another example is the healthcare sector: The huge amount of medical
data requires the use of elaborate data mining systems to ensure good patient care
and effective medical treatment.
Data analysis is applied as a step-by-step processing and the use of methods from
IR, machine learning and statistics. Even though there are powerful applications
available to solve particular retrieval problems, these applications are monolithic
solutions that each of which is dedicated to solve a special problem.
The intention of TIRA is to offer a flexible text-based IR-framework that provides
technologies to visually define complex IR-processes by connecting different single
IR-components as well as to execute them and to show the retrieved information with
the help of user-defined styles.
Scalability and reuseability are accomplished by the use of a Web-based client-server
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architecture, autonomous, distributed components and XML as data encoding format.
TIRA is a modular and self-configuring system providing the possibility to use a
standard Web server for the communication between IR-components. Therefore it is
simple to use, reliable and easy to extend. There exist other approaches concerning IR:
UIMA (Unstructured Information Management Architecture) is a software architecture and framework for supporting the development, integration and deployment of
search and analysis technologies. It implements algorithms from IR, natural language
processing and machine learning. [1]
CRISP-DM data mining methodology (SPSS/DaimlerChrysler) is described in terms
of a hierarchical process model, consisting of sets of tasks described at four levels
of abstraction. Data mining processes are splitted into generic and specialized tasks,
that are executed in several process instances. [2]
WEKA is a collection of machine learning algorithms for data mining tasks. It contains tools for data preprocessing, classification, regression, clustering, association
rules, and visualization. [3]
Nuggets is a proprietary desktop data mining software that uses machine learning
techiques to explore data and to generate if-then rules. The goal is to reveal relationships between different variables. [4]
The following sections introduce the concepts and the architecture of TIRA. In
addition to the separate components of the framework, the main features and
technologies are explained.

2 Concepts
A fairly complex IR-process is required for getting a properly structured visualization
of the huge amount of results of a search query. Such a visualization should be more
descriptive and intuitive than common list views provided by standard search sites.
For example, the visualization of a labeled topic structure graph in the AIsearch application (cf. Figure 1) requires the combination of several algorithms. Some common
IR-algorithms like stemming, indexing and clustering as well as newly developed algorithms have been combined to construct such a complex process.
Like AIsearch, many of IR and data mining processes are built as monolithic applications, but during the design phase in an early step of the development they often
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Figure 1. The labeled structure graph of AIsearch shows search results in a more convenient view.

have been described as UML-activity diagram. With TIRA we propose an approach
for a framework providing the ability to connect single IR-algorithms and -actions
for building executable and customized retrieval processes without having a fixed or
tightly coupled implementation.
TIRA uses UML-activity diagrams for defining such processes like the example
shown in Figure 2.
A single action in such a UML-activity diagram describes a single runnable IRprocess component called processor module that transforms real input data into real
output data. The functionality to execute the UML-activity diagram that models an
IR-process is provided by the server application of TIRA.
According to the requirements of modern software engineering like flexibility,
reusability, scalability and modularization, the server is implemented as a platform
independent application that invokes the autonomous processor modules for the execution of IR-processes. The TIRA approach is characterized by the following concepts.
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Figure 2. The UML-activity diagram shows all necessary actions and objects for the specific visualization of
search results in Figure 1.

Custom IR-Processes TIRA provides a simple and efficient way to define IRProcesses that match the special needs of IR-problems by providing the ability to
connect single IR-process components in a graphical user interface.
UML-Activity Diagram Syntax UML is used to provide a well known and widely
accepted modeling technique for representing IR-Processes.
Petri Net Representation of IR-processes The designed IR-processes are internally
represented as Petri nets.
Distributed Design The components of TIRA are loosely coupled. Every component
of our system can be deployed on separate machines.
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Task Distribution Every processor module has to compute only one action of the
UML-activity diagram.
Autonomous Processor Modules According to the client-server paradigm, every single processor module has been designed as an autonomous and stand-alone service
that provides the ability to process the assigned input data and generate output data.
General Access For Web-wide access, processor and data modules are represented
and controllable by URLs.
Transport Protocol To avoid firewall problems, HTTP is applied as data transport
protocol.
Platform and Machine Independence Processor and data modules may operate on
any system that provides a Web server.
Programming Language Independence Every programming language that is executable by the hosting HTTP server can be used. Possible technologies for invocation
include CGI-scripts, HTTP Server modules or JAVA servlets.
Simple Extension of Functionality To integrate additional processor modules it is
sufficient to provide their URLs.
Flexible Data Representation A flexible and extensible data representation is required
for the exchange and the storage of the data. Therefore XML as a widely accepted
markup language is used. Furthermore XSLT is applied for the conversion of XML
data into layouted XHTML data for visualization.

3 Architecture
In detail TIRA consists of four main components. The client provides the ability to
define a customized IR-process as a UML-activity diagram. The server is responsible
for managing the execution of defined IR-processes and for providing informations
about the available processor and data modules. Every processor module provides a
particular service functionality. These processor modules are separately invoked by
the server for processing single steps in the context of the whole IR-process. The data
modules hold input/output data for the processor modules and are also responsible for
generating visualizations of their associated data content.
3.1 Client
The client, which is implemented as an Applet lets a user define an IR-process. While
the Applet starts it requests a list of available processor and data modules from the
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Figure 3. The UML-deployment diagram gives an overview of the different components and their cooperation
during the definition and execution of a custom IR-process: The client transmits the IR-process model to the
server. The server executes the IR-process by invoking single processor modules and generating process related
URLs to manage the data flow.

server. For building a complex IR-process, the different processor modules can be
connected with respect to the accepted input and output data modules. The model of
the defined IR-process is transmitted to the server for execution. During the execution
of the IR-process, the client continually polls the processing state from the server. After the execution has finished, the client is able to request the data that was generated
by each component of the IR-process. To view the data, a standard Web browser is
sufficient. The server manages URLs that are associated with the data modules; the
data itself are stored in XHTML files.
3.2 Server
The server supports the management of the information about all available processor
and data modules, the execution of the IR-process models as well as the storage of
IR-process models. It constitutes the central unit of TIRA.
Management of Information about the available Processor Modules All processor
modules are provided in a predefined directory structure. The server is able to gather
information about all available modules that could be used by the client to define IRprocess models. Modules can be added to the structure without the need of restarting
the server. If a client posts a request for information about the processor modules, the
respective path is scanned and the results are compiled as XML. Thus, one has the
ability to extend the overall functionality by developing new modules.
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Execution of Process Models When the client starts, it requests the server for the
information about the available processor modules. This information is used for the
definition of IR-process models as UML-activity diagrams in XML. The server is
capable of executing such models, internally represented as Petri nets. During the
execution the input and output data is stored on a HTTP server. Therefore the appropriate URLs for accessing the data on the HTTP server are assigned dynamically.
After this the execution of the process is started. The client is provided with a unique
ID that is needed for requesting the state of the execution and the URLs of the output data. The implementation of the Petri net execution engine supports concurrent
processing of the modules.
Storage of Process Models When a process model is defined it can be transmitted to
the server for storage and reuse. The client is able to request a list of the filenames of
all stored files and to choose a concrete file for loading, saving or deleting.
3.3 Processor Modules
Every single processor module is represented and accessible by a URL. This approach
depends on a running HTTP server and provides the following advantages: The implementation of the processor modules as HTTP-based services helps to avoid firewall
problems and guarantees platform and programming language independence. Every
processor module is an autonomous processing unit and is independent of other TIRA
components.
Since a processor module is reachable through a HTTP-GET request, one has to find
possibilities to access the input and output data. Due to the fact that it is impossible
to encode a huge amount of data directly into a URL, the data is stored on an HTTP
server, and the data is also represented as URL. For invoking the processor modules
the data URLs serve as parameters for the processor modules. Consequently, a processor module is not only a service for processing data, but also a client for accessing
the inputs via HTTP-GET and distributing the outputs via HTTP-PUT.
3.4 Data Modules
Data Exchange The input and output data of every single processor module is described and stored in XML. TIRA uses wrapper structures that contain the data at the
client side for defining IR-processes and at the server side for preparing the data for
visualization.
Data Presentation Due to the fact that pure XML data can not be visualized in a
human-readable way directly, special data modules for layouting purposes are employed. On the one hand XSLT modules provide the ability to transform XML data
into an XHTML representation by transformations using the Extensible Stylesheet
Language (XSL) stylesheets and XALAN as processor. The XHTML data can be visualized by common browsers. On the other hand, special-purpose Applets for the
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visualization of more complex data structures like graphs are provided by the data
modules.

4 Conclusion And Future Work
The main focus will be the extension of TIRA with new modules, to increase the variety of the possible IR-processes. Another aspect is the improvement of the IR-process
execution to achieve a speed-up by using techniques like load balancing. Furthermore
we like to advance the client application, especially the graphical user interface and
the user guide to simplify the procedure of defining an IR-processes. Another issue
concerns the usability of the client application to provide adequate feedback about
the progress of an IR-process execution. Therefore a good heuristic for the time estimation of the execution progress has to be developed.
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Abstract The paper in hand presents a Web-based application for the analysis of text documents
with respect to plagiarism. Aside from reporting experiences with standard algorithms, a new
method for plagiarism analysis is introduced. Since well-known algorithms for plagiarism detection assume the existence of a candidate document collection against which a suspicious document
can be compared, they are unsuited to spot potentially copied passages using only the input document. This kind of plagiarism remains undetected e.g. when paragraphs are copied from sources
that are not available electronically. Our method is able to detect a change in writing style, and
consequently to identify suspicious passages within a single document. Apart from contributing to
solve the outlined problem, the presented method can also be used to focus a search for potentially
original documents.
Key words: plagiarism analysis, style analysis, focused search, chunking, Kullback-Leibler divergence

1 Introduction
Plagiarism refers to the use of another’s ideas, information, language, or writing,
when done without proper acknowledgment of the original source [15]. Recently,
the growing amount of digitally available documents contributes to the possibility to
easily find and (partially) copy text documents given a specific topic: According to
McCabe’s plagiarism study on 18,000 students, about 50% of the students admit to
plagiarize from Internet documents [7].
1.1 Plagiarism Forms
Plagiarism happens in several forms. Heintze distinguishes between the following textual relationships between documents: identical copy, edited copy, reorganized document, revisioned document, condensed/expanded document, documents that include
portions of other documents. Moreover, unauthorized (partial) translations and documents that copy the structure of other documents can also be seen as plagiarized.
Figure 1 depicts a taxonomy of plagiarism forms. Orthogonal to plagiarism forms
are the underlying media: plagiarism may happen in articles, books or computer programs.
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Figure 1. Taxonomy of plagiarism forms.

1.2 Plagiarism Analysis Process
Several challenges exist to find original sources for plagiarized documents. If no collection is given against which a suspicious document can be compared, it is reasonable to search for original sources on the Internet. When search engines like Google
or Lycos are employed, the question is which keywords from the suspicious document deliver the most promising search results. Supposed that a keyword extraction
algorithm is given, queries have to be generated that combine extracted keywords
with respect to a selection strategy. The search results of the generated queries form a
candidate document base. All documents from the candidate document base are represented through a document model that serves as abstraction for the analysis with
one or more plagiarism detection algorithms. Figure 2 illustrates the process.
1.3 Related Work
Several methods for plagiarism analysis have been proposed in the past. Known methods divide a suspicious document as well as documents from the candidate base into
chunks and apply a culling strategy to discard undesired chunks, e.g. too long or too
short chunks. A hash function computes digital fingerprints for each chunk, which are
inserted into a hash table: A collision of hash codes within the hash table indicates
matching chunks.
Heintze’s Koala system uses fingerprinting on fixed-length chunks [4]. Brin et al.
experiments with sentence-based and hashed breakpoint chunking. Moreover, their
discussion includes overlapping and non-overlapping chunking strategies [1]. Shivakumar and Garcia-Molina reports on performance of the aforementioned chunking strategies compared to word-based chunking. Monostori et al. proposes a suffix
tree based post-processing method to filter out false positives. Finkel et al. introduce
variance-based culling of chunks and discuss the use of text compression algorithms
for plagiarism identification. In his PhD thesis, Monostori investigates parallel algorithms for plagiarism analysis. However, all of these approaches assume the existence
of a document base against which a suspicious document can be compared.
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Figure 2. The plagiarism analysis process.

2 Generating a Candidate Document Base
If no document base is given, a candidate document base has to be constructed using search interfaces for sources like the Web, digital libraries, homework archives,
etc. Standard search interfaces are topic-driven, i.e. they require the specification of
keywords to deliver documents. Here keyword extraction algorithms come into play
since extracted keywords serve as input for a query generation algorithm.
2.1 Keyword Extraction
Most of the keyword extraction algorithms are designed to automatically annotate
documents with characteristic terms. Extracted keywords shall not only summarize
and categorize documents, but also discriminate them from other documents. To automatically identify such terms is an ambitious goal, and several approaches have
been developed, where each of which fulfills one or more of these demands. Existing
keyword extraction algorithms can be classified by the following properties:
– Supervision. A keyword extraction algorithm that needs training data is called
supervised; the remaining are called unsupervised.
– Domain specialization. Special purpose keyword extraction algorithms that are
designed for a specific domain are called domain-specific. Often, domain-specific
keyword extraction algorithms are supervised.
– Document base. The most part of the existing keyword extraction algorithms rely
on a given document collection. Clearly, these algorithms perform better with respect to the discrimination power of identified keywords, since collection-specific
measures like the inverse document frequency (idf ) can be employed. However,
extracting keywords from a single document is more challenging since respective
algorithms must manage with less data.
– Language specialization. Some keyword extraction algorithms require languagedependent tools like term frequency normalization according to the distribution of
terms within a language. These algorithms can be adapted to other languages as
far as these tools are available in the target language.
– Use of external knowledge. (vs. purely statistical approaches).
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Our Web-based plagiarism analysis application takes a suspicious document
from an a-priori unknown domain as input. Consequently, an unsupervised, domainindependent keyword extraction algorithm that takes a single document as input
would be convenient, language independence being a plus. Matsuo and Ishizuka propose such a method; it is based on a χ 2 -analysis of term co-occurence data [6].
2.2 Query Generation: Focussing Search
When keywords are extracted from the suspicious document, we employ a heuristic
query generation procedure, which was first presented in [12]. Let K1 denote the
set of keywords that have been extracted from a suspicious document. By adding
synonyms, coordinate terms, and derivationally related forms, the set K 1 is extended
towards a set K2 [2]. Within K2 groups of words are identified by exploiting statistical
knowledge about significant left and right neighbors, as well as adequate co-occurring
words, yielding the set K3 [13]. Then, a sequence of queries is generated (and passed
to search engines).
This selection step is controlled by quantitative relevance feedback: Depending
on the number of found documents more or less “esoteric” queries are generated.
Note that such a control can be realized by a heuristic ordering of the set K 3 , which
considers word group sizes and word frequency classes [14]. The result of this step is
a candidate document collection C = {d1 , . . . , dn }.

3 Plagiarism Analysis
As outlined above, a document may be plagiarized in different forms. Consequently,
several indications exist to suspect a document of plagiarism. An adoption of indications that are given in [9] is as follows.
(1) Copied text. If text stems from a source that is known and it is not cited properly
then this is an obvious case of plagiarism.
(2) Bibliography. If the references in documents overlap significantly, the bibliography and other parts may be copied. A changing citing style may be a sign for
plagiarism.
(3) Change in writing style. A suspect change in the author’s style may appear
paragraph- or section-wise, e.g. between objective and subjective style, nominaland verbal style, brillant and baffling passages.
(4) Change in formatting. In copy-and-paste plagiarism cases the formatting of the
original document is inherited to pasted paragraphs, especially when content is
copied from browsers to text processing programs.
(5) Textual patchwork. If the line of argumentation throughout a document is consequently incoherent then the document may be a “mixed plagiate”, i.e. a compilation of different sources.
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(6) Spelling errors. A change in the spelling of complicated technical terms is an interesting indication—which can directly be exploited to search for sources: Misspelled words and technical terms are salient keywords to use with search engines.
(7) Outmoded diction. Notably conspicious is the fact if text is copied from old books.
These indications are relatively easy to detect for an experienced human writer;
the challenge is to find algorithms that operationalize the detection of these indications. Point (1) and partly point (2) require the analysis of external text sources; for
this reason we call the associated analysis methods relative. The remaining indications can be examined without consulting foreign text and can be considered as absolute. The remainder of this section outlines existing work, which by now focuses on
relative analysis only, and we introduce an absolute criterion in order to find changes
in writing style.
3.1 Relative Plagiarism Analysis
Relative plagiarism analysis denotes the identification of plagiarized parts in a suspicious document d0 with respect to a candidate document collection C = {d 1 , . . . , dn }.
Let a document di be a sequence of m(i) consecutive terms over a set of possible
terms T , say di = {ti1 , . . . , tim(i) } with tij ∈ T . A pair-wise comparison of term subsequences (chunks) of d0 and di yields to the complexity O(m(0)/k · m(i)/k), given
that a subsequence consists of k consecutive terms and a comparison is seen as an
atomic unit, say, a single comparison takes O(1). Assumed that d 0 and the documents
in C have roughly the same length, then m(i)/k = c, with c being a constant. A com
parison of d0 with respect to the whole collection results in O( ni=0 c2 ) = O(nc2 ).
Observe that k will be relatively small compared to the document length since plagiarized parts to be found may be on the sentence level. Consequently, c will be a big
constant and hence will influence the runtime performance significantly.
For this reason, past research has focused on comparing chunk fingerprints that
are computed by a hash function h : P(T ) → N. The fingerprints h(s) of chunks
s ⊆ d0 are inserted into a hash table; if a hash collision with chunks from documents
in C happens, then the chunks are equal. This procedure reduces the complexity to
O(nc), assumed that h seeds well. A crucial point for this comparing method is the
selection of an adeqate chunking strategy; known strategies fall in one of the following categories.
(1) Fixed-size chunking. Documents are split up into consecutive sequences of k
terms (see above).
(2) Sliding window chunking. If term sequences of length k may overlap one speaks
of sliding window chunking.
(3) Sentence chunking. Here a sequence of terms is terminated by a sentence delimiter, e.g. ".", "?" or "!". Problems arise when abbreviations like “e.g.” are used
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within a text. Note that abbreviations are not a closed-class word set since abbreviations may develop and evolve over time, take for example “U.S.” or “w.r.t.” [1].
Other critical elements comprise fomulas or Internet addresses.
(4) Hashed breakpoint chunking. A sequence of terms in d i is terminated at position j
if the equation h(tij ) mod z = 0 holds, where z ∈ N is fixed and chosen a-priori.
z controls the expected text chunk length if h’s values are equally distributed. A
property of hashed breakpoint chunking is that all terms with h(t ij ) mod z = 0
act chunk-synchronizing between documents. This property becomes important
when copied text is edited.
Another research direction appeared recently. Cryptographic hash functions that
were used to fingerprint chunks in the past come along with the property h(s 1 ) =
h(s2 ) ⇒ s1 = s2 with high probability for any pair of chunks s 1 , s2 . Assumed that
plagiarized text is slightly edited, it is desirable to find fuzzy hash functions h F that
relax this condition to hF (s1 ) = hF (s2 ) ⇒ sim(s1 , s2 ) ≥ 1 − ε, with sim denoting a
text similarity function. Research that addresses plagiarism detection in this connection can be found in [11].
3.2 Absolute Analysis
As pointed out at the beginning of this section, a variety of plagiarism indications
exist that can be identified without comparing text against a collection of candidate
documents. In the following we propose a method to identify writing style changes
as prescribed in the indications, under point (3).
Style cannot be measured directly, but the frequency of used word classes can
characterize an author’s style. We employ a part-of-speech analysis to measure the
global distribution of word classes in a document (cf. Table 3.2). The result is a set of
18 word class attributes that encode the relative frequency of word classes. Assumed
that a paragraph in the document is copied from another author, the writing style in
this paragraph may be different. We compare the local word class distribution in each
paragraph to the global distribution. If a local distribution diverges significantly from
the global distribution, the associated paragraph may be copied. The divergence can
be measured using the Kullback-Leibler criterion [5]. Let W denote the set of word
classes, and let p(w) (q(w)) denote the local (global) relative word class frequency
for each w ∈ W . The Kullback-Leibler divergence measure is defined as
KLW (p, q) =


w∈W

p(w) log

p(w)
q(w)

Note that this criterion applies for plagiarism cases where some paragraphs are
copied into a longer document. It may also help to identify “patchworked texts” in
which the variance of divergences is expected to be high.
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Attribute
w1
w2
w3
w4
w5
w6
w7
w8
w9

Target
adjective
adverb
alphanumeric term
article
the word “be”
copula
the word “do”
foreign word
the word “have”

Attribute
w10
w11
w12
w13
w14
w15
w16
w17
w18

Target
interjection
modal
noun
preposition
pronoun
relative pronoun
symbol
the word “to”
verb

Table 1. Attribute set W for style analysis. The attributes measure the relative frequency of the denoted target
word class.

4 Experiences
As already pointed out, no plagiarism analysis test collection is available. However,
interesting questions to be answered experimentally with respect to KL W include the
following:
(1) With which precision/recall does KLW detect a foreign paragraph that was copied
from one document to another?
(2) Up to which amount of copied text in a document does KL W work reliably?
(3) Is KLW genre-dependent?
(4) Can KLW detect patchworked documents?
(5) How many false positives are delivered by KLW when applied to original documents?
(6) How does the editing of copied text influence the performance of KLW ?
(7) How does an a-priori identification of suspicious paragraphs influence the quality
of search results when keywords are extracted from suspicious paragraphs only?
We compiled a test collection of 40 documents from the Internet that we used to
generate 360 plagiates to test the style ananlysis criterion. One finding that relates to
question (1) is that KLW detects about 80% of copied paragraphs, given that a copied
paragraph comprises more than 50 terms and the reference document has a length of
at least 5 kb. We are currently building a large plagiarism test collection that lets us
answer the remaining questions on a statistically founded basis; however, the design
of this collection goes beyond the scope of this paper.
The query generation algorithm that was given in Subsection 2.2 delivered all
known original texts when downloading 50 documents. Another unexpected finding
is that one text in our test collection emerged as partly plagiarized from Wikipedia.
This fact shows that in contrast to fixed collections it is hard to evaluate Web-based
tools for plagiarism analysis: Not all potential sources for plagiarism can be listed in
a collection since the Web evolves, and copies may appear or disappear every now
and then.
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Figure 3 shows a screenshot of our prototype. A suspicious document that was
uploaded to be analyzed by our prototype is depicted on the left; on the right a document that has been found on the Web using the techniques described above is shown.
Passages that match are marked in red. Each bar in the chart on the left shows a KLW
value. Other matching documents from the Web can be selected to view using the
Tabs (top right).

Figure 3. Screenshot of our prototype. The red text marks matching passages of a suspicious document
(left) and a document that has been found on the internet (right). Each bar in the chart on the left shows
a KLW value. Other matching documents from the Web can be selected to view using the Tabs (top
right).
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5 Conclusion
In this paper, we showed how to build a Web-based application for the analysis of
potentially plagiarised documents on the Internet using state-of-the art technology.
We distinguished between absolute and relative plagiarism analysis and introduced a
new (absolute) writing style analysis method.
In future, algorithms for the automatic detection of plagiarism indications that
have been listed in Section 3 have to be designed; moreover, the experiences have
shown that effective evaluation methodology for Web-based plagiarism analysis has
to be developed. The next version of our prototype we will substitute cryptographic
fingerprints with fuzzy-fingerprints.
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